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2019
Headmaster’s
REPORT

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
Back Row: Mrs P Harth, Mrs E Rhodes, Mrs C Anderson
Front Row: Mr G Jacobson, Mr A Lones, Mr D Jordan, Mr S Pedersen

T

his is an amazing school – a truly incredible place. Since the day that I arrived
at Clarendon Park at the start of the 2nd term, I knew that I had been given
the privilege to become part of something very special, something unique
and life changing. When one finds a place where people truly matter, where
relationships and connection are at the top of the priority list, then one has
found a rare oasis in the desert, a destination which resonates deep within your
soul, a place where potential is given the unlimited opportunity to blossom. This
is a wonderful place to be, and when asked to sum up Clarendon Park Primary
School, I immediately use one word, HAPPY. For this is a happy place, not a
perfect place, but a genuinely happy place. And from that flows all that we do.

Report

Marc Falconer in “Notes from a Headmaster’s Desk” said the following: “Many
schools would offer their academic record as the defining feature of their
identity. It is certainly not what I would say defines our school – and it would
be a great pity if it were. Our school’s particular brand is to be a school of
warmth and nurturance and engagement that also expects sustained
and steadily improving academic results. In my view, it is this particular
combination that gives rise to the extraordinary successes we have enjoyed”.
I believe that at Clarendon Park our cornerstone is of the same kind, one
comprising warmth, a nurturing spirit, and a focus on positive and healthy
relationships based on trust, respect and truth. All that we are stems from
these core values.

Our theme for the year has been “New Beginnings”, and what a year it has been.
To name all of the highlights is impossible, and I urge you to spend a few days
paging through this wonderful magazine in order to gain a true understanding of
all that 2019 has been (Mrs Cairns deserves enormous praise for its compilation).
It has been heartwarming to witness so many of our Clarries pupil’s immerse
themselves in all this school has to offer.
As we look towards the school’s tomorrow, it is essential that we ensure that our
non-negotiables never change:
1. My staff and I remain totally committed and passionate about every child’s
education, and about playing a dynamic role in their growth as a confident,
respectful and self-efficient young person. This is a responsibility that we take
incredibly seriously;
2. Instilling values such as respect, good manners, honesty, integrity, selfdiscipline and a solid work ethic in those within our care remains one of our
top priorities;
3. A school can have the best facilities in the world, but if your teachers are not
well-trained, motivated, energetic and positive, your successes will be severely
limited. Our staff are the true definition of sacrifice, loyalty and commitment,
and their expertise are quite remarkable. They must be nurtured, valued
and appreciated, and never taken for granted. Their input into a child’s life is
nothing short of phenomenal. We will continue to ensure that we attract staff
who will add value to what we do, and who embrace the way we do things;
4. We must actively develop critical thinking, problem solving and interpretive
skills in our pupils, thus preparing them for the demands of high school;
5. And we must always remember that school is also supposed to be fun,
exciting, challenging and full of wonderful memories.
It is said that standing still is the fastest way of moving backwards in a rapidly
changing world so it is essential that as we prepare for tomorrow, we plan boldly
and with our eye on the world that awaits our young pupils.
I have no doubt that many of us are still glowing from the Springboks World Cup
victory. A school, like a rugby team, is made up of many parts, each one critical
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to its success. Without the various role players in this school, we would not be
where we are today.
It is truly a privilege to introduce you to our World Cup winning Clarries team:
1. The generations of men and women who have served this school over the
years scrum down in the front row. They have laid an incredible foundation for
us, providing us with superb momentum, and the best quality ball possible.
We are most grateful for the legacy of a happy school, a school with a
reputation of producing well rounded, mature young people, who will make a
positive difference in the world around them.
2. In every great team are those who often remain unseen, who put in an
enormous amount of hard work and time into the school, and who seldom
are noticed toiling behind closed doors. Our Estate Team, our Administrative
and Aftercare Staff are our world-class lock combination, carrying out such
fantastic work, yet so often hidden to those outside of the inner workings of
the school;
3. Without a highly skilled, incredibly fit and unbelievably resilient loose forward
trio, a team is going nowhere quickly. They are the glue that holds so much
together, and they are the go-to players when something special needs
to happen. It should not surprise one that our unbelievably committed,
experienced and hardworking staff form our loose forward contingent. This
staff is quite simply absolutely superb!
4. At 9 are those who never cease to tire, who are at every breakdown, take
advantage of every opportunity to benefit the school, and who serve as a vital
link between the school and our parents. We are incredibly fortunate to have
an SGB and a PTA who make a dynamic and meaningful contribution towards
the life of this school;
5. The Principal’s job is often a very complex one, and that I would never be able
to do it without the incredible support, guidance and wisdom of Mr Jacobson,
our Deputy Principal and our HOD’s. We as a school are indeed blessed to
have such a competent, experienced and caring SMT, who efficiently direct the
team at flyhalf;
6. Our centre pairing are critical cogs in this well-oiled machine. Their job can
never be underestimated nor over-emphasised. Their role is to provide their
outside backs with opportunities to grow and shine. Our parents proudly
control the mid-field, and their investment and interest in the school is
quite remarkable;
7. In our wings we find players of immense talent, enormous potential, and the
ability to face the world head on with confidence and tenacity. They are the
recipients of the hard work of all those on the field, the pride of this awesome
team. Our wonderful Clarries pupils stand out wide, ready to embrace every
opportunity passed to them and ready to cross life’s tryline;
8. I would like to place two personal choices in the crucial fullback position.
Firstly, I would like to thank and honor my heavenly Father for His guidance,
protection, wisdom, and for blessing me with the incredible privilege of being
part of this team. Secondly, I would like to thank my incredible family for their
support, love and understanding. My fullbacks have rescued me from many
dangerous high balls and rapid onslaughts, and they have provided me with
immense peace, knowing that they will always have my back.
On their own, no one player could ever be successful, but “Stronger Together”,
the Clarries team will continue to grow from strength to strength.
May God continue to bless this very special school.
~~ Derryk Jordan, Principal

STAFF
PRINCIPAL:
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL:
HEADS OF DEPARTMENT:

Mr D Jordan
Mr G Jacobson
Mrs C Anderson, Mrs P Harth, Mr S Pedersen, Mrs L Rhodes

Staff

STAFF – 2019
Back Row: T Petzer, E Rowley, C Trethewey, G Rowley, G Auths, T Kapp, B de Lange, V Botha, W Conradie, S Murray, E Felkers, J Elliott, T Lloyd,
I Janse van Rensburg, A Sakube, R Trask
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N Byron, A Viaene
2nd Row: R Dippenaar, J le Clus, C Chapple, S de Bruin, K Strydom, L Carter, J Cairns, G Engelke, R Kemp, S Auths, D Francis, L Taverner, W Paulson,
E Shuttleworth, C Fletcher, V van Wyk, R Webster, M Pretorius
Front Row: P Hammett, N Wrankmore, S Pedersen, P Harth, A Lones, D Jordan, G Jacobson, C Anderson, E Rhodes, N Smit, J Dillon
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Mr R Pretorius
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Mrs M Phiri, Miss T Somya, Mrs S Terblanche, Mrs M van Staden
SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY: Chairperson: Mr G Sutton
MEMBERS: Mr S Brewis, Mrs B Hechter, Mr M Nogqala, Mr B Ramokolo, Mrs D Southern,
Mr A Thomson, Mr I Whittal
PTA CHAIRLADY:
Mrs R Whittal
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GOVERNING BODY REPORT
#Strongertogether.

Report

What a fantastic way to end the Rugby World Cup. The Springboks showed us
that we truly can be stronger together.
Coach Rassie’s quote after the win was that “Rugby shouldn’t be something
that creates pressure; it should be something that creates hope”.
In the context of Clarendon Park, we can replace “rugby” with “school”. We
can create hope for every child that passes through the corridors of Clarendon
Park. Our endeavour should always be to lay the foundation so that each child
can achieve their own greatness, whatever that is. Our wish should be to inspire
them to realise that their greatness is within their reach, across all spheres of life.
Many may say that the Governing Body has not had much to do this year. The
Astro is done! Well that is what we all thought; however, it proved to be the quite
the opposite. I will therefore only touch on a few key activities.
The Governing Body has continued to provide strategic guidance and oversight
to ensure that Clarendon Park continues to provide quality education and
excellent facilities, for one of the lowest comparable school fees in the city.
The start of the year was a very busy time as we prepared for Mr Lones’ farewell
events. I feel that these events symbolised the immense contribution he made
over the 21 years he led our wonderful school.
Although it may seem that Mr Jordan has been with us for years, we should
remember that he has only been with us for three terms. The transition between
Mr Lones and Mr Jordan has been seamless. As the Governing Body, we gave
Mr Jordan the brief to maintain the very solid base created by Mr Lones and take
the school to the next level. We are confident that Clarendon Park will remain a
highly sought-after school under Mr Jordan’s leadership.
As the Governing Body we recognise the importance of attracting the correct
mix of staff to the school. This has proven a challenge for a number of reasons,
and we have therefore implemented an internship program, with our first interns
starting in 2020. Although this is an additional expense to the school, we are
excited about the opportunities this will give to aspiring educators.
Pupil safety has been a key focus area. We have improved drop-off and
collection points and assessed our campus for any potential risks to the safety
of our children. You would have noticed the trimming of trees, access control

PTA REPORT
It has been a privilege for me to serve with the 2019 Clarendon PTA Committee.
Thank you to all the ladies who selflessly donated their time and expertise in
support of our school.
It has been an exciting and busy year. In addition to our normal annual
activities, the PTA assisted with a number of special and new events in 2019. In
Term 1, we had functions to bid farewell to Mr Lones, which included the official
opening of our exciting new Astro Complex and a farewell dinner arranged
in conjunction with the SMT. In term 3 we had our first National Book Week
celebration. It was truly amazing to see how the Clarendon staff and parents got
behind this initiative which is set to become an annual event .
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all the parents
who assisted with the activities at the Derby Days in Term 2 and 3 this
year. Each of you made a valuable contribution to Clarendon Park’s
reputation for quality hospitality to visiting parents and coaches.
Thank you to Tammy van Zyl and her 100 Club committee for all
the wonderful functions during 2019. Her special effort to theme
the events to bid farewell to Mr Lones in Term 1 and welcome
Mr Jordan in Term 2 were greatly appreciated and the annual
Parents’ Dance was once again a fantastic event.
Chantelle Quicke has continued to do an awesome
job to lead our Blood Drive activities. This is the
second year that we have run the Blood Drive
throughout the year, with multiple mobile donation
days on site at Clarendon. We are encouraged by
the number of donations received and even more
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and CCTV upgrades and the repair of many parts of our buildings. To this end we
have spent in excess of R500,000 as part of our ongoing minor works programme.
To the future and beyond! We have created a dedicated IT sub-committee to
evaluate, amongst others, the use of technology at the school. We will be kickingoff our Robotics and Electronics Club next year, where pupils will be exposed to
robotics and other new technologies. Our IT strategy is investigating the possible
use of Google Suite in the school, in order to facilitate effective communication
and help us focus on our core objectives. We ask that, as parents, you embrace
this change. We are also exploring the use of solar energy and ways to provide
water security.
A special thanks to Mr Jordan and his Senior Management Team, the teachers
and the support staff, who have made the role of the Governing Body much easier.
We are blessed to have such incredible mentors and role-models for our children.
A big thank-you to the members of the PTA and all the parents who invested
their time to help develop and grow Clarendon Park. From the tuckshop ladies,
dads making egg and bacon rolls at Derby days to the many committee members
and volunteers. Too many to mention. Your selfless support is invaluable.
As the School Governing Body, we play a small part in creating that hope and
we do this in partnership with Mr Jordan and his team, parents and the pupils.
A huge thank you every member of the Governing Body. It is seldom that one
finds such a diverse group of people that can work together so well. Thank you
for giving your expertise so freely for the betterment of our school. It has been
another incredible year.
In the words of Helen Keller: “Alone we can do so little, together we can do so
much.” #Championstogether
We are however very sad to bid farewell to Mr Mbuzeli Nogqala and Mr Bruce
Ramakolo. Thank you for your contributions and valued inputs. Your insight and
wisdom will be missed.
To the Grade 7’s - I recently attended a corporate strategy session and would
you believe that they gave us a Dr Seuss book, “Oh! The Places You’ll Go”. “We’re
not at school” I thought but this phrase stuck with me:
“You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself
any direction you choose.”
Most people do not realize that they choose their own path in life; they think
they are stuck with the hand dealt to them.
This quote inspires us to take life head on and live it instead of trying to survive
it. It says in the quote “you can steer yourself any direction you choose” meaning
if you want something badly enough you can achieve anything. Believe in yourself,
follow your dreams, have goals and above all else surround yourself with people
who will help you achieve them.
“You’re off to Great Places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting, So... get
on your way!”
Thank you
~ Gerard Sutton, Governing Body Chairperson

excited that a large number of parents have donated multiple times in the year.
Thanks also to Chantelle Quicke for arranging that parents donate flowers on
a weekly basis to beautify the school reception area.
When you are doing homework with your children, spare a thought for the
book covering team led by Lynne Geldenhuys. These ladies tirelessly reinforce,
cover and maintain the many school readers, dictionaries and textbooks. The
maintenance of these hardworking books ensures that Clarendon does not need
to replace these books as often. One of the members of this subcommittee,
Mandy Rogers, is a Grade 7 parent, so it is time to bid her farewell and thank her,
for her support to the book covering team.
The hard-working catering committee has continued to be led by Natalie

AFTER CARE REPORT

acquitted herself well.
Once again I must thank the kitchen staff for keeping the hungry “tums” filled.
To all my other colleagues, a big thank you for all your hard work. Leanne,
a special thanks to you for your never ending dedication, care and concern for
the children. Mr Faiers, thank you too for keeping our facilities and playground
equipment in order. Then there is Richard who never refuses to find time to do
anything he is asked to do. Thank you Richard for all your loyal service.
We were so lucky this year to have additional astro provided for the Grades 2
to 4. A real winner and the children love it.
Now let me close by wishing everyone a Blessed Christmas and a safe and
Happy New Year. God Bless. 	 ~ Carole Faiers

It is hard to believe that another year is drawing to a close.
This has been a bitter sweet year as we have had to say “good bye” to Mr
Lones who after many productive years retired at the end of the first term. We
know that you are going to enjoy a well-earned rest. Mr Lones thank you for
all your support over the years.
Mr Jordan was appointed as Headmaster at the beginning of the second term
and we welcome him and wish him many happy years ahead at Clarendon Park.
Mrs Sam Terblanche joined us as Grade 3 homework Supervisor and has

AFTER-CARE STAFF
Back Row: T Somya, L Ahlfeldt, R Barkhuizen, S Terblanche, L Jordaan, M Phiri
Front Row: R Coombe-Davis, C Clarke, C Faiers, A Mundell, M van Staden

pport Staff

We are constantly humbled by the extent of the generosity of our Clarendon
families, and every single contribution is greatly appreciated. Thank you to Nicola
Attwell for counting the weekly Loaves & Fishes collections, Lynare Smith and her
team who pack the Love Boxes and my team who receive and distribute the Love
Sandwiches on a weekly basis.
Thank you to Charne Heuff and her team who run the Moms’ Prayer Group and
facilitate the Hope for Kids activites for the Grade 3’s.
Last but not least, thank you to Mandy Pretorius who runs the Tuck Inn. Thanks
to Mandy’s warm and enthusiastic attitude the tuckshop supports far more than
just our children’s hungry tummies. If you are looking for a way to lend a hand, I
highly recommend signing up for tuckshop duty.
In closing I would like to thank everyone who assisted with the following
annual PTA events:
• The ever popular Clarries Camp Out which we were able to run this year
despite having less field space for camping;
• The Clarries Spring Walk which was gratefully held on a beautiful morning in
September, before the wind came up; and
• The well- attended Coffee Break in Term 3.
Finally, thank you to all the PTA members, Clarendon staff (teaching and
non-teaching), parents and pupils for their help and support in my first year as
PTA Chairlady.
Best wishes to all for the festive season and I am looking forward to even more
exciting activities in 2020! 	
~ Renee Whittal

Su

Diedericks. We are all grateful to these ladies as they use their combined catering
skills to ensure that teachers, parents and grandparents are treated to delicious
meals, snacks, teas and coffees at many occasions throughout the year.
Clarries children always look smart in their uniforms and sporting attire. This
is largely thanks to Laurien Sutton and her team in the Clarendon Clothing Shop.
Thank you to Tamlyn Allison and her gardening committee for all their hard
work in helping to make our gardens look so beautiful throughout the year. This
task was particularly challenging this year with the need to reconstruct gardens
around the pavillion and Astroturf Complex, as well as to compensate for the
current drought situation. Thanks also to Mr Pretorius and his staff for their efforts
and innovative ideas to get borehole water to the various gardens. Watering our
gardens is particularly important to ensure that the gorgeous contributions to
our spring garden collection survive in these harsh drought conditions.
Clarendon Park has a wonderfully stocked and well-used library, with many of
our children being enthusiastic lovers of books and reading. The diligent ladies of
the library book covering committee keep the library books in a good condition.
For the last few years this team has been led by Cindy Williamson. However, being
a grade 7 parent, we now have to bid farewell to Cindy and thank her for her
wonderful support to Mrs Kelly and Mrs Lones. Sharon Leyland will be taking up
the reins as the head of this subcommittee from 2020.
Members of the PTA also play a large part in the M*A*D activities at Clarendon.
Thank you to all the Clarendon families who show their kindness throughout the
year by donating to the Loaves & Fishes, Love Box and Love Sandwich campaigns.

ESTATE STAFF – MEN
Back Row: T Breakfast, P Peter, R Flepu
Front Row: Z Phillip, V Nelani, R Pretorius, J Kenjini, S Mahaya

TUCKSHOP MOMS

ESTATE STAFF – LADIES
Back Row: N Mama, C Mfunda
Front Row: P Snobolo, L Ncanywa
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From the Staffroom
A big Clarries welcome to Mr Jordan

Mz Mbusi and Mr Lones introduced Mr Jordan to the staff.
He took over as Headmaster from the second term this year.

News

Neandri Byron received Honours
in Education, specialising in
Psycho-Educational Support.

New staff who joined our Clarries family
Back row: Wilton Paulse , Catherine Trethewey, Nicole Rose-Innes, Tracy Petzer,
Derryk Jordan. Front row: Donne Moss, Willem Conradie, Ilisma Janse van Rensburg,

Love was in the air…

Staff

Ilisma Janse van Renburg became
engaged to Michael Muller

THE CLARRIES FAMILY
WELOMES THE JORDAN FAMILY,
wishing them many happy
years with us.

Donne Wright married Jarryd Francis

Trudi van Olm married Waldo Kapp

Claire Trader married John Fletcher

Jill Barraclough married Paul Cairns

Garreth Jacobson
married Kathryn Grieve

The stork visited us again

Ashley and Mark Steyn had a
beautiful little girl, Haley Rose.
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Dean and Hayley
a second son, Jesse Gow welcomed
, brother to Colby
.

r proud granny
We have anothe Nicholas and
n,
so
‘s
Lyn Sjoberg
, who live in
his wife, Amanda w little girl,
Belgium had a ne r to Daniel
te
Jessica. She is sis a.
and Kiar

Christine and Braddon
Mc
Cleland added a little
Morrison, brother to Ca boy,
therine,
to their family.

Farewells
Dom Maree.......................
Miss West joined the Clarendon Park family
in 2015 and immediately became an integral
part of the sports office. Her incredible
administrative skills made a massive
impact on the organisation and running
of all the sports codes at Clarendon Park
Primary. Her efficiency and competency was
greatly valued by all the staff members as
she alleviated much of the administrative
pressure involved in organising sports teams. She became a much
loved and appreciated member of the school, through her kind, caring
and bubbly personality. Miss West ably coached boys’ hockey and
spent many hours encouraging young swimmers at the pool. Miss
West married JP Maree in June 2019 and is currently living on a game
farm in the Grahamstown district. We wish her and her husband many
happy years together as they embark on a new and exciting chapter in
their lives.

Grant Auths......................
At the end of this year we say farewell to
Grant Auths, who is sadly leaving us to
begin a new chapter in his teaching career.

Grant’s enthusiasm, sense of humour, dedication and passion are but a
few of the attributes which make him an exceptional teacher and help
him to touch the lives of each of the pupils who has been, and will be,
in his classes.
Mr Authsome, thank you for everything you have contributed to our
school in the time you have been here. You will be missed, but we wish
you everything of the best as you set out on your new adventure in
education!

Josh Dolly........................
At the end of the first term we said farewell
to Mr Dolly. We were all very sad to hear
that Mr Dolly was leaving Port Elizabeth
and Clarendon Park, to start a new chapter
in his life in Sharjay in the UAE. However,
we celebrate three superb years that we
enjoyed with him at our school and reflect
on what an important role he played in our
lives as teachers and pupils.
Mr Dolly will always be remembered by the pupils for his funky socks,
but most importantly, for making the classroom fun, while being
strict when it was time to work. He brought the best out of his pupils
and made any task that was difficult, seem easy. Mr Dolly is a highly
talented sportsman himself, and his passion for coaching was evident.
He spent many long hours on the cricket and hockey fields, sharing his
knowledge and skills with young men who absorbed all they could from
their mentor. He was dearly loved by all who played in his sports teams.
We will miss his quiet, confident manner and the humble, unselfish
approach he had to all he did. We wish him and his wife, Amy, all the
best as they continue to make a difference in the lives of many children
in the UAE.

Although we officially said goodbye to
Mrs Lyn Sjoberg last year, her retirement
was very short lived! She was coaxed back
to Clarries to help out in grade 7 when Mr
Williams left at the end of 2018.
It was wonderful to have Mrs Sjoberg back
in the grade 7 passage to share her wealth
of knowledge and expertise with her fellow
colleagues and the 2019 grade 7 pupils. She
has played a vital role in helping our 2019 grade 7’s grow and develop so
that they will be well prepared for their high school careers.
Some of her pupils have described her as: amazing, wise, thoughtful,
wonderful, cheerful, organised, helpful, caring, encouraging
and inspiring.
We wish Lyn all the best as she returns to her retirement and hope
she thoroughly enjoys every minute of it, especially her travels to visit
family overseas!

Mike Williams...................
At the end of 2018, Mr Williams left South
Africa to take up a teaching post in New
Zealand. It was an opportunity, that arose
late in the year, that Mike and his family
could not refuse. With all the plans being
finalized at the end of term, we never had
the chance to say a fond farewell to our
dear Mr Williams.
Mike started his teaching career at Clarendon in 2013, teaching a
variety of subjects including NS, SS, History, Technology and EMS.
His passion for sports made him an excellent coach on the cricket
and rugby fields.
We wish Mike, Hayley and the kids all the best as they start their
new life in New Zealand!

Neandri Byron.................

Farewells

Grant first joined the Clarries family as a
student teacher while studying at NMMU.
He then permanently joined the staff
when he took up a “floater” teaching post,
teaching from grade 5 to 7 in subjects ranging
from the learning subjects to Mathematics, before settling in grade
7 teaching English and History. He has been actively involved on the
sports field coaching rugby and cricket. He has fostered the leadership
potential of our grade 7 pupils with the Events Service Monitor group.

Lyn sjoberg.......................

Neandri Byron started her teaching career
by joining the Clarrie’s team in 2008. In
the 12 years she has spent as a Grade 3
teacher, her fresh, innovative ideas and
quick-thinking problem-solving approach
have ensured a steady flow of productive,
interactive, fun lessons. Neandri is a woman
of many talents and quickly became our
Grade 3 computer and Afrikaans expert. She was always willing to
help colleagues.
The Grade 3 passage’s reputation for being the “fertility corridor” had
a speedy effect on Neandri as she became a mom, first to Matthew,
then Kayla. This added a depth and insight to her teaching. Neandri’s
enthusiasm to suggest and run with new ideas was inspiring and I’m sure
she will be thrilled to see the completion of the outdoor playground.
In between all the demands of family and teaching, coaching swimming
in summer and netball in winter, Neandri still found time to further
her qualifications and obtain her Honours in Education, specializing in
Psycho-Educational Support (cum laude). Her dedication to achieve
her goals is greatly admired by all those who know her.
It feels surreal to be saying farewell to a dearly loved colleague who
has been an integral part of the Clarrie’s family for so many years.
Neandri will be greatly missed and we wish her all of the best as she
leaves to pursue exciting new opportunities.
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MR LONES FAREWELL...................................
Mr Lones joined our staff as principal in April 1996 and it was soon evident that
this man had a zest for life. He had amazing vision and was always looking at
ways to utilize space and to expand on an already successful school. He was
very dedicated to the school, pupils and parents and proudly boasted about
the wonderful facilities.
He was a “hands on” principal and was actively involved in teaching our Grade
7 pupils as well as coaching sport. He was a leader that led by example and
would tackle any project with vigour and zest. He would never shy away from
any challenge that came his way.

Mr Lones

Sport was a real passion for Mr Lones and it was fitting that the last building
project undertaken while he was here was the Multi-purpose Astro, now
known as the Alan Lones Sports Centre. Cricket was certainly a favourite for
Mr Lones and he could be found many a Saturday morning on the cricket
field with the Grade 1 and 2 boys assisting their parents with ways and
means to introduce cricket skills to the youngsters.
Mr Lones had a real knack for organizing and was instrumental in initiating
and setting up the group activities at Hobbiton on Hogsback so that our
Grade 7 pupils can enjoy the wonderful outdoor facilities. He accompanied
many of our sport or cultural groups when touring throughout the country
and enjoyed the camaraderie between staff and pupils.

Another project that Mr Lones initiated was the reunion for the present day
matrics and he looked forward to hear about their future plans. He was a real
inspiration to the staff because of his wonderful positive attitude and always
found the time to motivate us to achieve greater things with our pupils.
Mr Lones has left an indelible mark on the history of Clarendon Park and we wish
him all the best for a wonderful well-deserved retirement.   ~ Mrs C Anderson

8

Opening of the Alan Lones Multi Sport Astro

Astroturf

First goal scored
on the Astro

Hockey and netball matches on the Astro

Past pupils hockey match

Parent and teacher hockey match
9
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M*A*D

New Beginnings

“Welcome to your new school! Welcome to your future.
New beginnings here.” New Beginnings by Tony Walsh

Clarries celebrated a year of New Beginnings. Every pupil, parent and
staff member experienced a New Beginning in one way or another. Our
Grade 1s and the new families to Clarries - this was a momentous New
Beginning, something one never forgets. For the rest, a new grade, new
teacher, new classroom, new content, new expectation, brought about
much excitement (and nervousness) embracing New Beginnings.
The new AstroTurf, water polo, splash ball and girls’ cricket brought
about excitement as new sporting codes unfold New Beginnings.
On our staff, we saw new faces, congratulated new marriages
and celebrated new babies, New Beginnings for many indeed!

“But some things change, some stay the same and some
truths last all time.” ~ Tony Walsh

M *A* D

New Beginnings embraces change. Change can be challenging and
has the potential to take one out of one’s comfort zone. However, it
is change that unfolds the hidden potential and opportunities in New
Beginnings. The most profound change affecting us all was bidding Mr.
Lones farewell. Seeing retirement as a New Beginning for Mr. Lones
helped in this bittersweet moment. Welcoming Mr. Jordan as our
new principal was a change that opened doors to New Beginnings at
Clarries! New Beginnings bringing new possibilities, new opportunities
and taking Clarries to the next level. It is Honour and Truth that
inspires us to make a difference, motivating others that they too can
make a difference, celebrating New Beginnings! THAT is the truth
that “lasts all time”.  
~ Mrs. Rhodes

“And so, make the most of these days, the school and these facilities. Take off the brakes, be
sure to make the best of your abilities. Respect yourself and others. Have confidence - it’s
essential. If you keep a burning urge to learn you’ll reach your full potential. And so, do
things that you’re proud of! And let everybody see: You’ve passed the test, you’ve done your
best to be the best that you can be!” ~ Tony Walsh

M*A*D
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Making A Difference

M*A*D

Making A Difference

Loaves and Fishes.................................

“You’ll take out what you put in. You’ll reap just what you
sow.” ~ Tony Walsh
Every week we watched as each child in each class and in each grade
Made A Difference. Mrs. Attwell would count the cents, which turned
into rands, totalling just over R1 000 each week. Each organization and
charity that benefitted from our donations embraced New Beginnings
as they used the funds to restore dignity to people and animals, bring
comfort to those facing challenges and maintain balance in nature and
in our environment. They Made A Difference bringing New Beginnings.
We know that those who donated will
also be blessed. “You’ll reap
just what you sow.”

Love Sandwiches. . .................................

“Remember – keep your head up. Even if you fear you’ll drown.
Achieving is believing mixed with never looking down.” ~
Tony Walsh

M *A* D

Our Love Sandwiches are enjoyed by recipients at two primary schools,
two creches and a ward in the Provincial Hospital. One would just need
to be in the school corridors on a Thursday morning to hear where
the excitement is and immediately know which grade are challenging
each other to bring sandwiches. This brought about so many more
sandwiches. We could now celebrate New Beginnings and spread
Clarries’ love to another creche, school and clinic. In the last term,
the focus was on each child bringing a sandwich consistently
every Thursday. Miss Smit’s class came out tops! Thank you, Mrs
Renee Whittal, Mrs Philippa Evans and Mrs Michelle Deas for your
dedication, enthusiasm and assistance in counting literally 1000s
of sandwiches, packing them into boxes and distributing them. We
Made A Difference helping many to ‘keep your head up’ allowing
them to achieve in their day.

Love Boxes..........................................................................................................................
“…make good friends, the one’s who’ll lend a hand to get
you through.” ~ Tony Walsh

Every item of groceries collected for our Love Boxes goes to a family
here at Clarendon Park!

Immense gratitude goes to Mrs Lynare Smith, and her phenomenal
team for her dedication and care as she makes up these boxes. Sincere
appreciation also goes to Algoa Plastics for Making A Difference by
donating the sturdy boxes that make up all our Love Boxes.

We start as friends but, for many, Clarries is a 'family ‘who’ll lend a
hand to get you through’ especially in tough and challenging times.
Receiving a Love Box brings about New Beginnings - the relief and the
love felt unfolds inner courage and strength, bringing a ray of hope.
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M*A*D across the Grades. . ............................................................................................
“People just like you and me can do very special
things! Aim higher! Be high-flyers! And be bold,
unfold your wings! And so, gain an education;
learn skills, gain facts and knowledge. And then
take the inspiration through to jobs, careers and
college.“ ~ Tony Walsh
Our Grade 6's took learning to another level! They
identified an organization/group who Make A Difference
in our community. After interviewing them to gain facts
and knowledge, they were bold and
unfolded their wings and applied the
skills learnt in the work environment.
Here they were made aware of the needs
and challenges and embraced how one
can bring about New Beginnings for
others through random acts of kindness.
By engaging in this opportunity, we hope
that this has inspired them to continue
Making A Difference wherever they
find themselves.

M *A* D

Every end
is a new
beginning

GRADE 2 donated to the
SA Guide Dog Association.

GRADE 3 donated a portion of
their Wormathon to Wings and Wishes.

GRADE 5 donated their earnings from their Proudly South
African Cupcakes to ‘One Land Love It’ who are passionate
and make it their mission to protect our rhinos.

GRADE 6 donated their profits from Market Day to Mihlali Baby Haven.

GRADE 7 used their taxes from Business Week and paid it forward
by purchasing a water fountain for the Grade 7 passage.
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GRADE 4 donated their taxes made at the
Popcorn Parade to The Hobbiton Project.
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Collections. . ...............................................

“Our town has a history of producing boys and girls who,
from humble roots, pull up their boots and go on to change
the world!” ~Tony Walsh
Heartfelt thanks go to every parent, child and staff
as you have Made A Difference in one way or another,
helping many to embrace New Beginnings.
Rock your Socks

Thank
You!

A fun day was enjoyed by all,
wearing funky socks and enjoying
brownies, as we did a collection for
PE Down Syndrome Association.
Pet food Collection

We had another awesome
collection for our furry friends.
Mrs. Belinda Wolff distributed these
to many charities and organizations
who enjoyed the generosity of Clarries.
Save A Pet awarded us for Making
A Difference.

Spring Garden Collection

Our beautiful campus dotted with
colour, lush with variety and fragranced
with flowers is a result of the bountiful
collection from our Clarries family.
Hobbiton on Hogsback

Our Grade 7's went to each class and shared their awesome and
adventurous experience at Hobbiton on Hogsback. Here they
captivated the children with the beauty of the hikes, the camaraderie
among peers and the excitement of the night hike. They included the
history and informed us that 75 years ago this was built for, and is still
used today, as a get-away place for underprivileged children. Clarries
agreed to go alongside Rotary in collecting funds to upgrade the
facilities. Here all future Grade 7 classes can continue to enjoy what
Hobbiton has to offer for generations to come Making A Difference for
a New Beginning.

Winter Woollies

Our aim “67 bags on Mandela Day”
brought in over 90 bags filled with
winter clothes which were given to
Missionvale Care Centre. Sr Ethel
was overwhelmed by Clarries’ charity
and compassion.
From your kindness, we managed to
make up over 100 individual stationery
packs. These, together with other classroom stationery supplies, were
delivered to John Masiza Primary giving many children equipment as a
head-start to their school year.

Mr. Gow did the half Iron Man and some pupils did the Iron Kids
for the Smile Foundation. We supported Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Auths
and Mrs. Woods who ran the Comrades by also donating to the
Smile Foundation. The thought of Making A Difference as a child
embraces New Beginnings with smiles, made each agonizing step
a little easier!

M *A* D

Stationery

Smile Foundation

The Little Optimist

School Shoes

‘Stepping out so others can step in’ The school shoe collection brought
about much goodwill and joy as the Walmer Angel Project distributed
these to underprivileged children. These children felt like Cinderella
trying on and finding the perfect fit!

The Little Optimist, Greg Bertish,
shared his challenging yet exciting
life story highlighting that ‘it’s cool
to be different’ and ‘fine is fantastic.’
This inspired New Beginnings
and he is now Making A Difference
by instilling hope, courage and
strength in children in hospital.
Bookery

As part of our 70th birthday celebration we collected children books
and donated these to The Bookery. The Bookery assists schools who
have no library in place, to get one up and running. They support them
with a system to accession and monitor the taking out and returning
of books. We were invited to the unveiling of Settlers Park Primary
School’s new library, Making A Difference as we assisted a school in our
community with New Beginnings!
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Blood Drive...............................................

through the doors, contributing to a total of over 1 500 units donated
in 2019! SANBS has seen an increase in the number of donors donating
regularly, ensuring the maximum use of one’s unit donated. Gratitude
goes to Mrs Chantelle Quicke who, throughout the year, has motivated
parents and provided the prizes for the monthly lucky draws. Her
interest and passion were the heartbeat of our Clarries Blood Drive!

“Put action in your action plan and build yourself a team.
Made of parents, made of teachers, made of family and
friends. From this position make a mission for a trip that
never ends.” ~ Tony Walsh
What a privilege it was to walk into the pavilion during
our Blood Drive. It’s such a humbling experience seeing
parents, teachers, family and friends Making A Difference
for humanity. Saving lives gives strangers opportunities to
embrace New Beginnings. SANBS set up their mobile clinic
in our pavilion four times this year. Rain or shine, school time
or exam time, over
90 Clarries parents
consistently walked

M*A*D in our community.................................................................................................

M *A* D

“And play a full and active part in school and its community.
Be pleased to say “I seized the day. I used this opportunity.”
~ Tony Walsh

We highly value and greatly appreciate our parents
who constantly look for ways to Make A Difference
by supporting our projects. There are so many who
donate Clarries uniform, sports equipment
and stationery for our own pupils. Many
families have showered assistance and
support to another family in the class during
their sad time of loss and need. Thank you for
guiding them to find New Beginnings.

2 Aiden Behr’s mommy, Jade, a past pupil now a parent, continues to
be M*A*D as she donated a wheelchair. What a joy for the 11-year-old
pupil at Asakhe Soloku as he is able to embrace New Beginnings!

Thank
You!

3 Another past parent, Dr. Catherine Kinghorn, Made A Difference for
a little boy in Clarries. She performed free dentistry work giving New
Beginnings and a huge reason to smile!
4 Re-use, re-duce and re-cycle – we collected plastic shopping bags
and gave these to Lake Farm who then skillfully weaved them to
make mats for the underprivileged. This environmentally friendly act
empowered us to Make A Difference
for humanity.

2

5 At the beginning of the year,
our Grade 3's moved into big desks
and had no need for chair bags
anymore. They Made A Difference by
donating these to Grade 3 children
at Adelaide Junior School.

1

Winter blankets and a morning of hot
cappuccino and rusks warmed the hearts of
our Support Staff. This was a small sign of our
appreciation for the selfless manner in which
they Make A Difference in and around the
Clarries campus.

6 Various netball matches were
played where the winner was
M*A*D! Donating takkies and giving
warm-up tops brought about New
Beginnings and new friendships.

1
5
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Moms Prayer Group & Hope for Kids.......................
“Think about your future; and find
a hope, a dream. Put action in your
action plan.” ~ Tony Walsh
Ten years ago, I brought my eldest to her
first day of Grade 1 at Clarries. My nerves
were smashed because she had cried many
times in Gr R, and I expected “big school” to
be overwhelming.
After I saw her to class, I decided to visit the
Moms Prayer Group in the old sewing room.
What a difference it made! All those fears
just melted away as these moms taught me
to pray and trust our Heavenly Father for
the things we can’t control. It has been my
privilege to pray with fantastic ladies ever
since and this year was no different!

We had a wonderful time connecting at a
home and interceding for the year ahead. It’s
such a joy to watch needs being met: some
obvious ones like the principal change-over,
some more private, like personal struggles
that families have walked through. Thank
you to all the moms who meet each week or
pray remotely!
We are so grateful for this fantastic
school: a safe, supportive environment
for kids to grow physically, mentally
and spiritually. It was also the fifth year
of the Hope for Kids program with the

precious Grade 3’s. Well done to the ladies
who make that possible!
As we think of the highs and lows that
many kiddies have faced this year, it’s so
encouraging to remember Psalm 139. It
reminds us how each child is wonderfully and
fearfully made, and that God knows every
detail. We see their struggles and victories
in part, BUT God looks at them with eternity
in mind.  
~ Chagné Heuff

Term 1 kicked into gear way too early in January
but so did some faithful prayer warriors!

REMEDIAL...........................................................................

The Maths Support Programme aims to
assist leaners struggling to keep up with the
demands of the Maths curriculum in their
grade. Often these children will develop
maths’ anxiety, they don’t really understand
what’s going on and because they’re afraid
of coming up with the wrong answer, they
may eventually find it too difficult to attempt
maths at all.

We would like to welcome Mrs Rose-Innes
to the Remedial department this year. She
has many eager Grade 1 pupils streaming
excitedly through her door. We are both SO
PROUD of the many children who come with
such enthusiasm and positive attitudes to
our lessons.

My aim is to create a “safe” environment,
where pupils are not afraid to ask questions.
My aim is to develop self-confidence and
alleviate any learning gaps that exist. It is
incredibly rewarding being part of a child’s
“light bulb moment” and watching their
approach evolve whereby they actually begin
to enjoy the subject. There is an attitude
of “I can” in my class and the learners who
experience the most success, are those who
make the decision that they are capable of
reaching their goals with a little hard work.
I wish to extend my sincere thanks to those
parents who timeously remind their children
of the extra maths lessons and for getting
them to school on time. Punctuality and a
good attitude go a far way. I am extremely
proud of all the hard work and determination
that most of my pupils have put in, to make
2019 a very successful year in the Maths
Support Programme.  
~ Tarryn Lloyd

All children need love, encouragement, and
support. For pupils with learning barriers,
such positive reinforcement can help ensure
that they emerge with a strong sense of selfworth, confidence, and the determination to
keep going even when school is tough. With
the right support, children can build a solid
foundation which will help pave the way for
success at school and beyond.
Parents are encouraged to focus on their
children’s gifts and talents and nurture the
activities where they excel. This poem, by

Karin Hackel, sums up how we feel about
all the children who have walked this road
with us.   
~ Mrs N. Horn
Despite all the hardships
You persisted, you endured
You never QUIT!
You persevered, you kept going
You never gave up, you stayed on course
You prevailed.
We are SO PROUD of you!

M *A* D

MATHS SUPPORT . . ..........

SCRIPTURE UNION REPORT.. ..........................................
During March this year we had our annual
SU camp at Jeffreys Bay. About 40 Grade 6
and 7 pupils went on the camp and a most
enjoyable time was had by all. The pupils
were treated to beach games, challenges, fun
with friends and even a bit of shopping at the
cool factory shops. Most importantly they
had worship sessions which they thoroughly
enjoyed and they learnt more about the Lord
Jesus during the spiritual sessions. They were
also divided into small groups for Bible study.
Each group had their own leader who stayed
with them in their houses for the weekend.
At school, we have Scripture Union meetings
at first break every Wednesday for the juniors
and for the seniors, every Thursday. We have
youth pastors and parents visiting us during
these meetings who present inspirational
lessons to the pupils.  
~ Mrs Dippenaar
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CLARRIES CARES – MAD.........

Clarries
Cares

Our Clarries Cares members have gone out of their
way to serve the community this year. The Grade 7’s
were given the opportunity to assist in terms 1 and 3 and
the Grade 6’s in terms 2 and 4. Participation in the many projects
is always a growing experience for our pupils. They leave the project
feeling moved and blessed, not because they served, but because of
the incredible response they receive from those they have been in
contact with.
Our regular projects of visiting Animal Welfare to walk the dogs,
playing Bingo at the various old age homes and visiting Zanethemba
Babies Home continue to be the most popular amongst the pupils.
Making a difference makes me feel…

Animal Welfare: I felt happy walking the dogs and getting the chance
to experience how the animals feel.  
~ Kendra Webster
I was scared of dogs before going, but once there, I was able to
conquer my fear and end up spending an afternoon loving the dogs.
  
~ Sinothando January

M *A* D

Water point: It was a happy, joyful day. It felt good encouraging the
athletes running past.  
~ Shelby Campbell
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It felt really good being out there and it made me feel
good about myself too.It was rewarding seeing the faces
of the runners as they received the water sashes from me.
  
~ Tracy Caalse

Home Sweet Home: It felt really good to help out. It was
really interesting talking to the old ladies.  
~ Emma Claydon
I enjoyed Bingo with them. It felt good being able to do something kind
for them.  
~ Juliette Horn
Cuyler Holme: I got to hear about the interesting lives the old people
have lived.  
~ Rebecca Brazzale
Making play dough: I felt happy making play dough for small children
and had great fun getting my hands dirty.  
~ Kaitlin Wigget
I was excited helping children in need where their school don’t have the
money to provide them with simple fun things.  ~ Connor Tessendorf
Esinelitha Day Care: I got a warm, fuzzy feeling in my stomach
helping and playing with the children almost like I’d just drunk a cup of
hot chocolate with marshmallows.  
~ Jessica Smith

“Go into the world and do well. But more importantly, go
into the world and do good.”  
~ Minor Myers
~ Miss Wrankmore

GRADE 7 R*A*P

Representing All Pupils | Committees 2019

Service

Service

R*A*P

They served us well...
RAP COMMITTEE LEADERS – TERM 1
Back Row: I Louw, T Stevens, A Slabbert, A Wolff,
R Wentzel, N Kruger, I Richards, M Taylor
Middle Row: S Sobele, S von Waltsleben, A Parkin,
T Hargreaves, K Flesch, M Jackson, G Leer
Front Row: D Heuff, M Oosthuizen, J Smith,
Mrs Anderson, Mr Jacobson, K Williamson,
B Meades, E Herman,

Service

RAP COMMITTEE LEADERS – TERM 2
Back Row: L Makabane, B Vogel, J van Rhijn,
E Goliath, T Moorcroft, A Leer, C Els
Middle Row: K de Bruin, J Rogers, T Caalse,
J Erasmus, M Chapple, S Andries, H Ashburner
Front Row: H Johnson, E Tinderholm,
M Forbes-Rolling, Mrs Anderson, Mr Jacobson,
J van Aardt, I Stirk, O Ramphela

RAP COMMITTEE LEADERS – TERM 3
Back Row: B Mapasa, G Nienaber,
A Wolff, J Ross, L Pitout, T Mills, B Beary,
K Williamson, A Tong Wah
Middle Row: T White, O Xuba, C Els,
B Shelley, M Pienaar, M Hill, T Henderson
Front Row: K Adeline, A Ogden, I Louw,
Mrs Anderson, Mr Jacobson, R Wentzel,
C van As, S Matiso

RAP COMMITTEE LEADERS – TERM 4
Back Row: T Denysschen, A Leer, I Marx,
C Edgar, A Huang, M Jacobson, M Walker,
K Nangu, M Sebake
Middle Row: S Orpen, M Ngwekazi,
C Hutchinson, A Scharneck, T Williams,
S Sobele, N Coetzee, T Fogarty
Front Row: A Cornell, Y Kim, E Smith,
Mrs Anderson, Mr Jacobson, S Theunissen,
K Whitaker, O Ramphela
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Service
Service
R*A*P

Serving our School with Pride....................................................
The Grade 7’s for 2019 have served their school with
excellence in many ways and forms. Each and every Grade
7 pupil has had the opportunity to serve and be part of
two different service areas. In these service groups, they
have had the privilege of working with different mentor
teachers and learning various skills and leadership traits.
Our Grade 7’s have without doubt grown in maturity
as leaders from when they began in Grade 7, to now,
as they are about to enter an entirely new world with
starting high school. This as a result of the many hours
of mentorship from the Clarendon Staff who guide and
nurture these young up-and-coming leaders!

Each and every serve group has a RAP leader
(Representing all Pupils) who meets with the other
respective RAP leaders, twice a term to discuss
their progress. These RAP meetings are run by four
committee leaders who further guide and support
each other in problem solving, showing initiative and
in proactive thinking.
I would like to thank my co-worker, Mrs Anderson for
all the time, effort and wisdom that she has given into
nurturing yet another group of leaders who we are
going to miss.  
~ Mr G Jacobson

Our Service Monitors share some of their memories:

Service

Being a Pupil Monitor was more than just a duty for me. It was a way to
develop leadership skills and become a role model for the Grade 1’s to
Grade 7’s. It was a way to pay back the school for all that it has done for
us! It was such a privilege getting to know my classes and making new
friends and seeing the Grade 1’s gleaming faces every single day! I just
want to say thank you to Mr Jacobson and Mrs Anderson for being our
leaders and making leaders out of ourselves.
~ Jorja Ross
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Being a Choir Monitor was amazing! We didn’t have to sing our
lungs out in front of everyone like you would think. We were like
a family and shared many laughs and jokes with Mrs Dippenaar.
My favourite memory was when we had service monitor meetings
and would clean each other’s shoes! I really loved being a
Choir Monitor!  
~ Maya Forbes-Rolling
One of the highlights of my year was being a Computer Monitor. It was
such a privilege to be one. Every break I would be delighted to see so
many children finding their way to the computer room. It is such an
important job to be a Computer Monitor because young people need to
know basic computer skills in our ever changing world. It was a treat to
have Miss Moss as our leader. At the end of the 2nd term the computer
room was not just my duty location but my home.   ~ Isaac Richards
Don’t ask what your school can do for you, ask what you can do for
your school. Accuracy, patience, friendliness and the ability to work
under pressure are a few of the qualities needed to be a successful
Tuckshop Monitor. I have thoroughly enjoyed being a Tuckshop Monitor
and have learnt many new skills. I will certainly miss being a part of
the family.  
~ Mia Oosthuizen

Having the opportunity of becoming a Pupil Monitor was such an
honour. Receiving my badge and my orange pupil monitor band was
such a proud moment. I knew that I had to work extremely hard and
the road that lay ahead looked like a mountain of a challenge, but I
also knew that with the help from my teachers and peers, I’d be just
fine. Not only did serving this group fill me with pride, but it also helped
boost my self-confidence and taught me valuable lessons. I realised
that I can do anything if I put my mind to it. Striding up and down the
pupil’s lines and asking them to “get off the grass” or “don’t run in the
passages” was an honour and gave fun enjoyable memories that will
be cherished forever. It was an honour to have earned the teachers’
trust and be their “eyes & ears”  
~ Kelly Williamson
Being an Art Monitor was an amazing experience. I got to see people’s
creativity come to life. I also had the opportunity to help Mrs Giani
get ready for her next class and keep the art room clean and full of
positivity. I saw everyone’s different techniques and talents. One thing
that I have learnt is that “a true artist is not one who is inspired, but
one who inspires others.”  
~ Skyla von Waltsleben

It was a scary job as it was not only dark in there but it had spider
webs and spiders! This group was loads of fun and I am going
to miss the people with whom I worked. ~ Indiana Louw

Service

Environmental Monitor, that is what I am. We do more than just
stand on the grass and tell children to please not run or walk on the
grass. Have you ever wondered where all the paper you throw away
goes? Well, we recycle it. I have really enjoyed being an Environmental
Monitor and will miss it next year.  
~ Kaylie Adelin

Serving the school as a Media Monitor was a very enjoyable
experience. I never had a day when I wasn’t excited to do my duties.
The library is a very relaxed peaceful environment which makes
duties so much better.  
~ Charlotte Hutchinson

Being an Information Monitor meant that you get to make all the
pupils feel happy and special on their birthday by giving them suckers
and vouchers. It also meant that you get to watch them smile as their
name gets called out in assembly. It was extremely cool to make all the
different posters to inform pupils of the fun things happening at our
school. Seeing your poster up in the passages makes you feel so proud.
I really enjoyed being an Information Monitor.  
~ Connor Brislin
Being a Uniform Monitor has been an amazing experience as well as
working with Mrs van Wyk. She is a very kind and sweet lady. Being a
Uniform Monitor seems like it is an easy job, however it was tricky at
times when you had to explain to the lower grades that they have to
pay to get their lost property item back.  
~ Simamkele Andries

Definitely one of the best service groups was Band. You have to be a
member of the band to be elected. I really enjoyed being part of the
RAP Committee and representing band.  
~ Thomas Forgarty

Being an Apparatus Monitor has been quite an experience. It has been
great knowing that after the time of me being at Clarendon Park, it
was my turn to give back to this amazing school. Being an Apparatus
Monitor is not just about cleaning the apparatus room and collecting
sports equipment, it has taught me that working with my fellow peers
can have a great outcome.  
~ Emma Harris

I was a Sports Monitor for the last two terms and I loved it. You
might be thinking that you need to be in a first team to be in this
group but that is not the case. You need to be able to take the first
step and be confident and give up your break times to carry out
your duties. Every week we had to clean out the apparatus room.

Being a Jazz Band Monitor was not just about being part of the Jazz
Band, it was about the amazing shows that you do and the friends that
you meet. We had lots of fun working with Mr Felkers. Being a Jazz
Band Monitor was the greatest experience for me because it taught me
to be more responsible.  
~ Abigail Cornell
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dparents

Gran

Grandparents Day

The grade 1’s put on
a COLOURful show.
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Gran
dparents

Grade 2’s took us to the Jungle.

The sounds of Island music rang out
when the Grade 3’s took to the stage.
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This page is sponsored by:

Postnet - Metlife Plaza & Hunters Retreat

Metlife Plaza: 041 360 4950 metlifeplaza@postnet.co.za
Hunters Retreat: 041 271 0080 huntersretreat@postnet.co.za

Boo

k Week
We dressed up as our favourite book
characters during NATIONAL BOOK WEEK
This page is sponsored by:

The Zanyunyu Family
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THE UGLY DUCKLING..................................................................

It was a beautiful spring day and mother duck was about to lay her eggs.
Soon the eggs hatched, well almost every egg, but one was so big and it
didnet hatch until along time. Finelly it hatched and the duckling was ugly.
Soon they swam to the chicens. They said “what is that?” the ducklings
said he is a terkie. He is not a terkie said mother duck. They went for a
swim. The ducklings gruw and the more the ugly duckling gruw the more
he was teased. He left the pond and was alone all winter and he saw these
amasing birds called swans. The whole winter he wished for the swans
to come back and when it was spring the swans came back. The ugly
duckling looked at his reflecsion and he saw that he was a swan and now
he was happy. The duckes were a shamed and they all hung ther heads
that they discovered that ther brother was a swan!   ~ Cara Bailey 2C
THE FARMER AND THE HEN....................................................

One night the farmer was sleeping in his bed after all his hard work. He
was so tired that he forgot to close the window and he drifted into a deep
sleep. He also left his best hat on the bed. He wore his hat everywhere
and he even wore it in the field. Just then a hen came through the
window. And saw the hat she liked the hat. And she sat on the hat. But
the farmer did not wake up. But just then the hen made a cackle. And
layed three eggs in the farmers hat! The farmer woke up and chased the
hen out the window. He did not like that the hen was in his farm. So he
got up put his hat on. But then egg yolk was all over his face. The hen was
slowly walking twords the gate. But she does not know that the farmer
is comeing to get her. Then the farmer comes out of his house and strats
chasing the hen twords the gate. The End.  
~ Isabella Goosen 2C
THE MAGIC BIRD . . .........................................................................

LUKE’S MAGIC TIE.. ......................................................................

Once there was a boy called Luke with a tie. He told his mom im going
on a walk to the pond. Be Safe my boy the mom said. So Luke put on
his tie and left the house. When he was at the pond the pond ceper
said that’s a fine tie Luke. Oh my tied and I… Have floated down artiver
to candy land and found a chocolate zombie! The zombies attacked
me but I chewed them and the candy flos hills. Wow said the pond
ceper. Then Luke left the pond and went to the park. When Luke got
to the park he sat down ona bench next to his granny. His granny said
that’s a fine tie Luke. Oh my tie and I …. Have flew up and up to a cloud
castle where I was a prince for a day. And I had a pet dinosaur. We
were attacked by giants! But the gold guards shot the bows. Wow said
Luke’s granny. And Luke left to go home. Where have you been? Said
Luke’s mom. Oh just for a walk said Luke.   
~ Luke Attwell 2E
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One sunny day I said to my mum if I could go for a walk. And I took
my bird. Her name is Picer. I went under a willow tree. I was looking

at all the bee wen sundlee I looked orond and I was in a castle. They
said I was a princess. It was glorious. Then I went to sleep I wook up. I
opind my eyes I could not bilev it. I thought I was driming. I saw sweets
eveywere. Evey thin was made out of sweets! My bird gave me a ride. I
went over the hills they were mak out of choclate. Then my bird took
me to the montins. I jumped of a montin. It filt like I waws flying. I
landed on a pirtate ship. He bird mus get thron in the sea or you must. I
said I will. So I was very very brave. The man posht me in the sea. It was
saltee. I saw a mermaid. Her tail was very shineny. She said what is your
name? I said my nam is Jubs. Do you have a pet? Wo my bird is still on
the bout. I must go and fatch it. I sniked on the boat and got him. I said
can you swim. He said yes. I bort my bird in the sea. The mermaid said
WO that is amazing!!! She put a cron on me. It waw amazing.Then took
me to her palic. Then my bird said it is time to go. So my bird took me
back. When I got home. My mum said wear have you ben? I said just for
a walk but she saw the jelly on my shoes.  
~ Jubilee Lock 2C
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THE FARMER AND THE HEN....................................................

DAVID-JOSHUA’S MAGIC WHALE

One day David-Joshua was wokin at the beach it was a sunee day.
David-Joshua saw a whale but he was looking evin hard. Until he had
to go and loock. It was a whale it was still a live David-Joshua wanted
tohlep but he was to small. Then he saw ten men with knives DavidJoshua’s Dad told him that sum people are pochers and they kill
whales. David-Joshua ready asked God to help him. Then the whale
turned David-Joshua into a gaint. But he was a friendly gaint. DavidJoshua toock the ten pochers and throo them into the sea. Then DavidJoshua changed into his nomal size from that they they were the best
of frinds. The whale toock David-Joshua to sweet land they ate and ate
in tilt hay were fool. Each day David-Joshua cam home he told his mom
that he jist went for a walk.   
~ David-Joshua Markotter 2E
SWEET-LAND AND CANDYFLOSS ADVENTURE.................

Once there were 2 girls called Holly and Mia. It was a spectackyle day.
And when they put there jacites on thay ….vanished! Mia and Holly
wher in sweet-land. There was a jelly river. When Holly put her finger
in the river she tasted the jelly. Mmmmm this is scrumchis jelly. Then
thay when tot Candyfloss-land. There was montins of candyfloss.
There even was a candyfloss-Pit. When thaytock there jaitesthay….
Vanished! That was a good day said Mia. You mean aallsim day said
Holly.   
~ Holly Daniel 2E
GRANDPARENTS DAY................................................................

My makulu is a babysitter. My makulu is beutiful. My makulu is 57 years
old. My makulu is always there to help me with Gr 2 work. Makulu
drinks way too much cofee at the morning. My makulu is the best
grandma ever!   
~ Mihle Msenzeni 2F
THE FARMER AND THE HEN....................................................

Once upon a time there was a farmer. He was asleep. The farmer forgot
to close the window. A hen came through the window. She saw the
hat. She was laying eggs in the hat. The farmer woke up. He hit the thin
hen. He said shoo! Shoo! He dident see the eggs in the hat. He put the
hat on then yolk came down his face. He was furious and chased the
hen to the farmyard. The hen was sad.  
~ Milo Rettenbacher 2F

MY MAGIC BROLLY . . ......................................................................

This is my brolly. My brolly and I have been to watermelon land. We
saw watermelon houses. I walked and walked and I saw the milk man
he said what a pretty brolly you have.I said did you know that my brolly
and I have been to money land. It was fantastic there was money falling
from the sky. We saw money birds. I walked and walked and I saw the
poste man. He said what a pretty brolly you have. Did you know my
brolly and I have been to ice-creemland.We bilt an ice-creem man. We
saw a milk shake river. We rode in a boat in it. I walked and walked and
walked and I finally got home. Mom said were have you been. I went
for a walk with my brolly.  
~ Rylee Binning 2F
THE UGLY DUCKLING.............................................................
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Once a pon a time there was a man called Jim. He was a nise man an
till…. One night he went to sleep for 2 howes. He was dreaming the
he was very strong and he won a prize for the biggest musels. Then a
chicken hoped on to the bed and sat on his hat. He just sat on it and did
not make a sound. The chicken storted to move.He shaked his fethers.
He layed three eggs. The man woke up and wacked the chicken the man
was furious! He put on his hat. The eggs went all over Jim’s face. Jim
scered the chicken a way. He shouted I never want to see you again. The
chicken was sad. He ate seeds. The end.  
~ Tyler Stanham 2E

Ones upon a time the mother duck had five eggs. One, two, three
CRACK. A ugly duckling popped out. It was very different to the
others. He had brown feathers and bigger feet. The duckling was
sad that he was different. The little ducklinges went to the pond The
mother started to hate the little duckling. The mother had enough.
The mother quacked. The little duckling ran away. He was very lonely.
He went to the river. And looked in the river. And what did he see. He
saw a handsome white long necked swan.  
~ Nina Hemsley 2F
THE CASTLE ON THE CLOUD..................................................

One rainy day I went to my granny’s house and fond a umbrella in her
cupboard. It had red and black stripes and a white and blue handle. It
sook and took of into the sky. It took me over clouds and trees. Then
it stop and went down to a cloud with a casile on it. The umbrella
went in side. The king and queen were so happy to have a visitor. Thay
asked if I wanted to stay for supper and Isied yes and we ate rostbefe.
Then we had a danc party. Then my umbrella seid it is time to go home
but I side no. the next day I got a puppy from the king and queen as
a gift for visiting. Then I got on my umbrella with my puppy and
went home just in time for lunch and told my granny all a boaet my
adventure.  
~ Madison Binning 2H
THE CANDY WORLD....................................................................

One day I found a brolly in the big deep blue sea where the ceelocanths
live. The brolly took me to candy land there was a chocolate pool and
a candyfloss montains. I was scared because there were mashmalow
zombies! The said brains but I was lucky because my awesome brolly
took me back home.  
~ James Hudson-Lamb 2 H
THE SWEET STORY . . ..................................................................

One rainy and windy day I sat down on my chair and saw an umbrella
blow past. It was purple with bunnys on. So I ran out to get it and it
got stuck in a tree so I grabbed it. When it was out it kept on going up
in to the clouds until it tock me to the land of sweets. Then I landed
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LETTERLAND PICTURE. . ...........................................................

on the rainbow river all over was sweets the flowers were candyfloss
and the mountains war made of jelly. The rocks war made of toffee
and the bunnys war easterbunnys and they gave easter eggs that
was filled with honey. I eat until I was full and the trees war made
of lollys.  
~ Isebella Lourens 2H
MY FRIEND SOPHIA.. ....................................................................

Grade 2

Sophia has brown eyes and dark brown hair. She has two sisters and no
brothers. Her favourite food is baked beans and her favourite game is
Barbie dolls, She loves swimming. Her favourite toy is Dora. She has no
pets. Her best holiday is Disneyland. T hink she is special because she
has a heart full of sunshine.  
~ Faith Kretzmann 2H
MY GRANDPARENTS...............................................................

My ouma and oupa are fun. My ouma dose my homewark with me.
My oupa helps me to clenmy moms car. I have a lot of fun with
them. My ouma love shopping with me. Mt oupa reads stories to
me it is fun. I love them and they love me.  
~ Ava Lamani 2H

SPIDER AND THE FLY.. ...........................................................

One boiling hot day a fly was thirsty and he wanted some lemonade.
The fly put his hand on the cup. Suddenly a hugry spider came down
and pushed the fly in the glass and was trapped. The poor little fly was
going to be eatin but the clever little fly had a plan. The fly went to
the bottom of the staw and climbed up the staw and was free.And the
hungry spider had to stay there forever and he was sad for the rest of
his life because he traped himself.  
~ Grace Thomas 2V
TAKE WHAT YOU WANT LAND................................................

Once apon a time on a beautiful day there was a little girl called Rylee.
She was very brave. She was walking about then a flash of light lit up
the sky above her. She closed her eyes then…..She hard some funny
music, then she opend her eyes and she saw some shops and peeple.
She went into a shop but there was no shopkeeper! And peeple were
just takeing stuff. She thout to her self this must be a difrint land. Then
she asked a man what land it was. The man sed it was Take what you
want land. Rylee was surprised. What fun she cride. So she got six bags
and a trolley and went from shop to shop and bought lots of stuff. She
was very, very excited. She bought some food and some pets and when
it was sun set the flash of light lit up the sky again. Then she was at
home again in her bed.  
~ Emily Black 2V
FARMER AND THE HEN..............................................................

Once there was a farmer who lived in a huge farm. He was sleeping
calmly and comfortable with the window open.Suddenly , a cheeky hen
went through the window and laid an egg in his hat! When the farmer
woke up, he put on his hat! It was gooey, sticky, runny and slimey. He
chased the chicken out of his house back to the farmyard. The farmer
was angry when that happened. He smacked the hen into the crops.
Then he went to sleep again.  
~ Ludvig Jacoby 2V
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On a sunny Sunday Impy Ink got captured by the biggest, most nasty,
terrifying blue robot. Impy Ink was very sad. Impy Ink splashed ink
on the girl’s shirt. The little girl did not know what to do. So she just
watched the show. All the acrobats where spinning and twirling. All
the lovely birds were singing beautifly. There was a lovely birthday
party. There was a lovely chocolate cake. A few days later Impy Ink
arrived.  
~ Finn Pelham 2V
WHEN I GROW UP I WANT TO BE A….

pilot because I want to fly a mango.  
skoobdiveir because it is epic  

~ Ubukho Butana 2E
~ Connor Watkins 2H

pilot because I play a game called flight-pilot and I’m good at it
  
~ Sophia Gatang’l 2H
A baking teacher BECAUSE there are so much tasty treats.
  
~ Roxy Nader 2F
ONE DAY MY DAD …

closed the door on my finger   
had a briy and his shurt cort on fier  
kicked a ball on my face   

~ Drew Stanham 2H
~ Jamie Wooldridge 2H
~ Inge Schoeman 2H
~ Brooke Darnè 2C

alekatootid a frog!  
MR JORDAN IS

the best prinsabil in the world and the yonyvurs!  
strict when taking photos   
our prinsilbil. He is kind and bleaves god.  

~ Leo Botha 2C
~ Sienna Louw 2V

~ Mitchell Howard 2F

IF I COULD ASK GOD ONE QUESTION, I WOULD ASK HIM

thank him for making puppies so cute.   

~ Jenna Killian 2E

to bless all the poor children.  

~ Ruben Bamber 2C

what is the meaning of life?   

~ Ryan Bartlett 2V

MY MOM GETS ANGRY WHEN

my room is like a bome came into my room.  
THE MOST IMPORTANT SCHOOL RULE….

~ Isabella Muller 2F

being M.A.D.  

~ Mia Bamber 2V

don’t run past the pupil monitor!  

~ Cole Bartlett 2V

IF I HAD A SUPERPOWER FOR A DAY I WOULD

be the kindest person in the world.  
SCHOOL IS COOL BECAUSE

~ Gemma Bonnage 2F

we have fun teachers and a cool princepel. My teacher is the best
teacher I could ever ask for.  
~ Buhle Maseko 2E
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FIRST DAY.........................................

On the first day of Grade 3 I was so excited
and me and Cameron are always in the
same class. It was finally the time to
see what class we are going to be in and I
desperately wanted to be in Mrs Rhodes’
class. My heart was beating so fast and
then I was in her class. She is the best, but
she keeps getting me and Christine mixed
up, like seriously we don’t look the same
at all. Anyway I was so happy on the first
day.  
~ Sarah Coetzer
On the first day of Grade 3 it was the most
nervous I’ve been. I was a little grade 2 hardly
knowing how to spell. Then there was finding
out I was in 3B, one terribly scary thing. You
see I’d been with my best friend Holly all my
life, being split up was heart breaking. But
I suppose it had to happen or I wouldn’t
have known Maddy, Lucy or Zanda this
well.   
~ Tamsyn Knowles

MASCOTS...............................................

When we got to school I forgot that it was
Friday so I didn’t know we were going to do
mascots until she said Tiggy time. I got so
excited. I closed my eyes and waited for her
to say one of our names. She said my name.
I was so happy when I got home. I started
taking photos of Tiggy and me. Everyone
must have had so much fun playing with
Tiggy.  
~ Sydney Pinnock
Elly is a cute teddy elephant. Each week
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Elly chooses someone to go home with on
Friday. You have a book to write in about your
weekend with Elly. On your news day you
have to speak about your awesome weekend
with Elly. Elly is the best mascot you could
have.  
~ Kate du Toit
It was so exciting when my teacher said
we have a mascot in each class. I was
the first person who took him home. In
Mrs Lock’s class his name is Simba. My
mom and I designed the book cover, it
was so much fun. I took him to the beach,
bowling and the movies. He is one spoilt
lion.  
~ Riziki Magotsi
I love the fact that we got to name Scooby.
Every Friday we choose someone for him to
go home with. I think he really enjoys himself.
I also think that he had the best time of his
life when he came to my house. He is the
best mascot in Grade 3.   ~ Cameron Jones
Every Wednesday someone gets to take
Freddy home. It was nice when it was my
turn. I went with Freddy. We went to the
beach to play some games. We went to
The Boardwalk, we went to Steers and
went and played games. We played so
many games. Freddy got a ball and I got a
car.  
~ Noah Magnie
GALA. . ......................................................

Beep, Whoosh, wow! Is that a duck? No it is
the speedy grade 3’s. What are they doing?
They are doing a race. They are like dolphins

The Pohlmann Family
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and sharks and fish and mermaids. They
are going to announce who came first in
the Grade 3L for freestyle. In first place for
freestyle is Riziki Magotsi. Now why are the
kids wearing red and green? Those are their
colours for their house. What type of race
do they do? Well train race. Wow! I bet you
can’t wait until you are in Grade 3 and you do
the Grade 3 gala.  
~ Aimee Grage
The gala was really fun because I came 1st
twice. I think the gala is better that sports
day. The gala was the best. I can’t wait until
next year’s one.  
~ Levi Ludick
VALENTINES DAY................................

My favourite part of Valentine’s Day was
giving my Valentine cupcakes to all the
children in 3W. It was fun and I love ouma’s
cupcakes. They are amazing. Hayley was so
kind; she gave me four chocolate blocks. We
wore white, red or pink and it was very cute
clothes. We all had so much fun. It was
great.  
~ Ethan Hayes
On Valentine’s Day we got to dress up in red,
white and pink. I didn’t have the best outfit
but I still had fun at school. We tried to make
a heart shape of our bodies in a photo. It was
hard but fun. I got lots of sweets in my lunch
box and they were my favourite sweets. I had
lots of fun.  
~ Shiloh Williams
Valentine’s Day, day of love, also day to make
new friends. Day of boys asking girls to be
their valentines. Everyone was wearing either

red or white, everyone was getting flowers
and chocolates.  
~ Megan Measures
PIRATES DAY........................................

I couldn’t wait until it was Pirate’s Day. We
got split into groups and then our group had
to go all over the place but my team came
first and we had to find Mr Lones and push
him into the pool. He was wearing all his
clothes.  
~ Eden Whitaker
On Pirates Day we went to the Scott hall
and we did a treasure hunt. When finished
each clue we had to make a puzzle. The
puzzle said we had to find who was stealing
all our sweets. Mr Lones had to walk the
plank because he was the one stealing all our
sweets. Before he walked the plank we had
to tie him up with the biggest rope I have ever
seen in my life.  
~ Riley Attwood
On Pirates Day we dressed up as pirates. It
was so much fun and we made Mr Lones walk
the plank. He said that he will never forgive
the Grade 3’s. We also got sweets and chips
from the teachers. It was so much fun. We
ran around the school looking for Mr Lones
who stole our gold. We also moved our desks
like a pirate ship and I asked my class what
a couple of pirate’s words mean but they got
none right.  
~ Holly Willemse
GRANDPARENTS DAY.........................

In 2019, in Grade 3, we had a Grandparent’s
Day. It was a show, it was lots of fun. There
were kookaburras, dancing girls, fishermen,
monkeys, women and bands. It took a while
for us to learn all these moves and all these
words and all the beats and where you must
stand and it was very hard. But we finally got
to learn it all. The entire Grade ones and twos
watched us one time and Grade 4 to 7 also
watched us two times. The grandparents
watched us. It was our last time doing a
show so we had a blast.   ~ Jadeyn Alonzo
VOTING . . ..................................................

On the 8th May we voted. It was really fun.
We had to stand in a line. If your surname
started from A–M you were in line number
one and if your surname started from N-Z
you were in line number two. I was in line
number one. They had to put a straight line
through my name and then they put a dot on
my thumb, There was a box where you write
a tick in a block of what food you want to
have in the tuckshop.   ~ Connor du Preez
In the 2nd term the whole school voted for
a wrap or chicken pops or salad or dried fruit
or yoghurt. My friends and I voted for wraps.
I was sad that chicken pops won. They are
good. They sell them on a Thursday only.

A lot of people get them. We went to the
pavilion to vote. Chicken pops are at the
tuckshop.  
~ Ashley van Rensburg
ROCK YOUR SOCKS...............................

We had Rock your Socks this year for
Brownies and Downies in Cape Town. We
got to wear funky socks. First we came to
school in our normal socks and then when
we got in class we changed into our fancy
socks.  
~ Levi Verreynne
I really enjoyed Rock your Socks day. I found
it really fun because I really want to help
people with disabilities. I wore red socks and
a multi-colour sock. I felt very happy that
day.  
~ Danielle Koening
FRENCH KINITTING . . .............................

On a Monday in the second term the whole
class started French knitting. I learnt it fast
in fact, but mine was the third in the class.
One day Mrs Byron said we can take our
French knitting home. I was so happy as
soon as I got to aftercare I started. I French
knitted for the whole weekend. On Monday
mine was the longest in the class. I was so
happy.  
~ Siyolise Heugh
My French knitting was over a hundred
centimetres. It was so long it wasn’t the longest
but I was proud of myself.  
~ Aya Njenje
SUPERHEROES / SPACE....................

In term 3 the Grade 3’s did space and
superheroes. But on Friday we made
flying sauces. And on that day we went
outside to the Clarendon filed and
we had our flying sauces and it could

Grade 3

On Grandparents Day we sang songs. Our
grandparents were having fun. My granny
bought me a chocolate drink and a fruit salad.
When I was at home I slept for 3 hours and
when I woke up I watched TV.  ~ Zimi Nelani

The first time we were doing Grandparents
Day I was happy because I love animals. I loved
it. On Grandparents Day it was my groups
turn. Time slowed down. We started with
toe taps and at the end it felt like I was fresh
and new. I loved that feeling and I wanted to
do it one more time.  
~ Griffin Douglas
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fly like real flying sauces and it was
amazing.  
~ Aron Joubert

Do you know there were kind superheroes
at Clarries? Our teacher told us we
were going to do something nice for
a friend. So everyone had to choose
someone. My teacher put everyone’s
name in a box. It was so exciting. Some
children brought chocolates or sweets and
others wrote letters. No one knew who
their Silent Superhero was. It was so much
fun.  
~ Ngazi Thsitshi
When I heard the theme for the 3rd term
was superheroes I was super excited. We
learnt about space, the space challenger
and we made superhero ID cards, so we had
to think of a name for our superheroes and
my awesome superhero’s name is, drum
roll please, Captain Sparkle Star. I know it’s
awesome. I even wrote not one but two
stories about my superhero. Can you believe
that we also got masks? We all got two
masks. The first one I got had a cute unicorn
on it and the second one was dark blue with
sparkles on it.  
~ Yukta Ramji
10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 the teachers were
on the go into space. We all were doing fizz
rockets; they were all jumping up into the air.
It was so cool. The whole Grade 3 grade was
saying 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. It was amazing. I loved it.
The whole grade loved it.  ~ Jemma Taverner
WALMER LIBRARY. . ...............................

On Monday we were going to the Walmer
library. And also it was my birthday. My
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mom and step dad were walking with
me and my class. We had to follow the
directions. It was so sunny when we got
there. We learnt about space. It was fun
and cool. Then we made a poster. Neil
Armstrong was the first person on the
moon and he said “One step for man, one
giant leap for mankind”. That was my best
birthday ever.  
~ Michael Friskin
Off we go in our rocket to the Walmer library.
Whoosh, we have landed. At the Walmer
library there were books of space craft and
astronaut stuff and more. The librarian read
us a story and we made a space picture. On
the way out of the library we saw someone in
our rocket and he got away, so we had to walk
back to school.  
~ Deacon Dugmore
R.W.C – BOK FRIDAY.. ............................

On the last Friday of term 3 we wore green
and gold to school to support the Springboks
against the All Blacks of New Zealand the
following day in the Rugby World Cup 2019
Japan. South Africa has made it to the
quarter finals against a team in Pool A. I
am so proud of the Springboks so I say “Go
Bokke!”  
~ Lulo Mhlahlo
The Springboks were playing. It was amazing.
It was cool to see that the whole school was
wearing green and yellow. It was funky. I
loved it. We celebrated because we wanted
the Boks to win.  
~ Liam Julie
BOOK DRESS UP DAY..........................

Aai, who am I? Am I Fern from Charlotte’s
Web? Hey look there’s Matilda! The entire

Grade 3’s dressed up as a character from a
book. Mrs Lock was Anne of Green Gables.
Sadly I have to go – hope you enjoyed the
day.  
~ Olivia Marais
On dress up day I was so excited to dress
up. I went to school dressed as a unicorn
and I loved it. My mom bought me a unicorn
horn Alice band. I wore my ‘My Little Pony’
t-shirt and my unicorn pants. My mom
put ribbon in my hair and in my pants to
make a tail and a mane. We dressed up
because we were celebrating books. I love
books.  
~ Caitlyn Rock
MUSEUM VISIT. . .....................................

On Thursday we went to Bayworld. We came
to school in our Phys. Ed. clothes. We were
in two groups. I was in the first group. The
first group was quite big and we went into a
class and we met Miss Chungee. She taught
us about penguins. After that we went to go
see the penguins, and then we saw the seals.
It was sad because one of the seals moms
died and they think that one seal is pregnant.
My group did not get to look in the museum
but the 2nd group got to but that does not
matter.  
~ Tristan Richmond
On Thursday 9 October Grade 3 went to
Bayworld. When we got there Grade 3W, 3R
and 3S learnt about penguins and swapped
around. It was so much fun. We went
through the dinosaurs. Then the reptiles and
we saw the crocodiles and they were sleeping.
Then we went through the snake park and we
saw a really big snake.  ~ Zeke Massey-Hicks
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Historical Outing . . ....................................................

in the distance. It was an amazing
trip!   
~ Liliana Stickells

I went to No.7 Castle Hill where the curator showed
us around one of the oldest surviving Settler homes. I
thought it was going to be pretty boring judging by the
outside of the house, but it turned out to be amazing!
I loved the bedrooms the most. One interesting
fact was that they only bathed once a week in the
kitchen!  
~ Felix Rettenbacher

We also went to St. Mary’s Cathedral
and it was huge inside. The building is in
a shape of a cross and it had beautiful
coloured glass windows. We were walking
on a thick red carpet and I felt like a
Hollywood star.   ~ Maggie-Rose Ratcliff

It was weird to find out that the 1820 Settlers only
bathed once a week! I was really hoping that we
could play with the toys in the toy room but that was
forbidden.   
~ Billy Udemans

I felt like I was in a history book. I could
not believe what people wore in those
days!   
~ Andrew Broom
I loved hearing the chimes of the
Campanile’s clock.  
~ Emily Hindley

Grade 4

The first stop on our outing was No. 7 Castle Hill.
Inside was a lovely man who took us on a tour of the
house. It was very interesting. In the lounge we saw
some of the original wallpaper. We also saw
a mannequin that looked very realistic! Next,
we moved on to the Donkin Reserve. We saw
the Pyramid and we could see the Campanile

Elands River Nursery..............................................................

Eland Nursery was so much fun! We went to see how they made soil
and we even got to explore the nursery.   
~ Abigail Hall
It was amazing! We got to make cuttings, we saw the dam and we
planted our own Rosemary. If you smell it every day it will improve your
memory. Eland re-use the dams water and there are three different
ways of watering their plants.  
~ Jayden Martin
Mrs Jones gave us Rosemary. I think it was because we were
writing exams soon. Did you know it can improve your memory by
75% !   
~ Ipfi Tshivhase
Elands River was magical everywhere you looked it was
colourful.   
~ Jonathan Vollaire
We saw lots of plants. The one I liked most was the Friendship plant
and the one I didn’t like was the Apple mint plant , it smelt good but
did not taste good.   
~ Masi Ngcola
I liked planting my Rosemary best of all. I disliked standing in the hot
sun.   
~ Sasha Stottelaar
I was so fascinated to see grass growing! I thought grass just came?
  
~ Lexi Alexandris
I liked tasting the herbs and looking at the beautiful plants because it
made my heart bloom.  
~ Jayden Broadhurst
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Mr Lones Farwell..................................................................

When I heard Mr Lones was leaving I was shocked, but then I
remembered that he had worked here a very long time and I knew
that he needed a break.  
~ Bailey Crisp
As we sang “ A Million Dreams” tears rolled down my face. Luckily
the teachers cheered me up be singing “You’re simply the best”
  
~ Carys Barnardo
I was sad to see Mr Lones leave because he was such a fun, humble
and amazing principal.   
~ Sienna Falco
Mr Lones was a loving, caring man who changed my life.
  
~ Qhama Mshumpela
Mr Lones walked on the red carpet with pride and we threw
streamers at him. We then had an assembly in his honour and we
sang the school song with pride.  ~ Talia Castelyn
Athletics Day.........................................................

Athletics Day was so tiring. We did so many activities
like tug of war, cricket ball throwing, 1,2km run, long
jump and sprints.   
~ Caitlyn Gemmill
I was so excited, when I walked in there were thousands
of kids everywhere wearing red, green and blue. The gun
went off and I ran like the wind.  
~ Kristen Ricks
We went to the Westbourne Oval for our Athletics Day,
I felt like I was about to dance in front of millions of
people.  
~ Willow Rall
I enjoyed the tug of war and long jump. It made me sweat so much,
I was exhausted!  
~ Noura Mouchili
I was shocked at the size of the oval and felt like fainting when we
had to run around it three times!  
~ Milan Bruggeman
Book Day. . ...................................................................................

I dressed as Rafe a character in the book ‘Middle School’ by James
Patterson. I chose him because Middle School is my favourite book
and I like Rafe because we have a lot in common. We both like
adventures and are both sneaky.  
~ Joel Cullis

Grade 4

I was so happy we got to miss school.  ~ LeightonWoods

On Book Day I came to school dressed as Greg Heffley, a character
in the book ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid’ written by Jeff Kinney. It was an
awesome day and I felt like I was dreaming about the character world.
The thing I love about Greg is that he hires people to do his homework.
I was so comfortable in my clothes!  
~ Unakho Gitywa
I came dressed as Demon Dentist, a character in the book called
Demon Dentist written by David Williams. It was super fun especially
when some of the Grade 7’s were scared of me!  
~ Stacey Evans
I came dressed as Mrs Twit a character from Roald Dahl’s book called
The Twits. I had so much fun! I must admit that I did look a bit like a
zombie and felt quite embarrassed at first. I had a glass eye, ugly teeth
and very, very messy hair. At first break everyone ran or walked away
from me!  
~ Hannah Morgan
I was Alice, from Alice in Wonderland. I think that Alice was very brave
and that shows that girls are capable of anything.   ~ Caitlyn Horn
I dressed as Robin Hood for the big day. I chose him because he has a
bow and arrow. I felt so excited.  
~ Jesse Strooh
I loved how all the teachers dressed up at old characters.  ~ Ava Horner
I dressed up as Captain Underpants, don’t worry I was wearing
clothes.   
~ Madison-Belle Louw
I found quite a lot of “Where’s Wally’s.’’ I guess they were not hiding in
the best places.  
~ Joel Gooch
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Funny Things Our Pets Have Done

Buff, my dog, sleeps with his tongue lolling out of his mouth and with
his eyes open.  
~ Rebecca Stottelaar
My dog once did a forward flip chasing after a ball. He also likes chasing
his own tail.  
~ Amy Stuart
My dog likes jumping on our trampoline but soon falls and can’t get
back up. He then barks and barks because he’s too fat and big and so I
have to help him up.  
~ Taylor Abourizk
My dog can open doors by jumping onto the door handle and pressing
it down.  
~ Makayla-Mei le Roux
I once put my dog into my sister’s pram! He didn’t try jumping out
because he LOVED it!  
~ Ewan Fouche
My hamster has done pull ups while he was hanging from his
cage!   
~ Kael van Thiel Berghuys
GRADE 4 ONE LINERS . . ..............................................................
I annoy my parents when…

I dance around to loud music while they’re having their afternoon
nap.   
~ Lauren Castignani
I nag about my friends coming over.  
~ Lwandlelunanzi Maqhubu
I take a big gross sip of water at the dinner table and then swallow very
loudly.  
~ Jade Grobler
I ride my skateboard around my dad.   
~ Will Faifer
I keep on asking whats for supper.   
~ Ashlee Swart
I talk non- stop.   
~ Bulumko Ntloko
My superpower is…

Caring for animals.   

~ Rebecca Hoppe

Definitely my SPEED!   
Being a very good friend.   
Making my family laugh.   
Cooking food for my family.   
Doing Homework…

~ Luvolwethu Qashani
~ Kelsey Harris
~ Charles Madyongolo
~ Cwenga Vakalisa

Keeps me busy and no one can call you to do house chores.  ~ Namhla Veto
Takes my sport time away.   
~ David Stevenson
Takes up my time when I could be playing sport.   
~ Tristan Frost
Is full of doom and gives me nightmares.   
~ Jaiden Burger
Is educational.  
~ Petros Dhliwayo
Is an absolute nightmare.   
~ Paige Pritchard
Is annoying, why was it invented?   
~ Lily van Rhijn
What’s important to me . . .........................................................

My phone as I can research things I don’t know.    ~ David Castignani
My family who help me through tough times.    ~ Stephen Southern
My friends as they are always there for me.   
~ Kelly Slabbert
Beauty is…

What is on the inside and not the outside.   
The sun going down.   
A type of art that no-one can explain.   
What is in the heart and not on the face.   
A wish from a shooting star coming true.   
I don’t understand why…

~ Emma Werner
~ Megan Fairley
~ Lize-Mari Schoeman
~ Caylie Rogers
~ Khanya Osazuwa

Boys don’t share their social life, but girls do.   ~ Tristan Huson-Bird
Growing up is difficult.   
~ Maria Udermans
Break is so short.   
~ Daniel Bruwer
I stepped into the hall and excitement was in the air.  ~ Shayna Heuff

I was so excited when I sold my first sheep. After a bit of time the last
sheep was sold and I put up my ‘closed now’ sign.  ~ Angus Goosen

Popcorn Parade was very exciting. We brought special clothes to wear
and sold different varieties of popcorn. I made popcorn dipped in
melted marshmallow with sprinkles on top!  
~ Adam Thomas

Grade 4

Popcorn Parade .. ....................................................................

When we went into the hall, I slowly became nervous worrying that
no-one would buy my popcorn. The Grade 1’s took a long time to
buy, but the older grades bought more quickly. I learnt that you
shouldn’t stand like a robot, you need to call your customers to you.
I sold everything and it was a good experience.   ~ Rachael Harmse

The night before Popcorn Parade I was lying in bed and my mind was
racing with all sorts of thoughts! What if no-one bought my popcorn?
I was scared but excited at the same time. The hall was very noisy and
I didn’t like it one bit! When a little Grade 1 came to buy my first bag
of popcorn, my hands were shaking a lot. After that sale, I was on
fire!   
~ Lyla Dettmann
I had delicious popcorn to sell and couldn’t wait for the Grade 1’s to
come and buy. My popcorn went popping into people’s mouth!
  
~ Dinga Ndubela
I sold blue rectangle popcorn bricks covered in melted marshmallows,
otherwise known as Popmellows.  
~ Lyra De Scande
I got a lot of money and I am saving it until I become very
rich.   
~ Jordan Barkhuizen
The doors opened, I started to shake. I was nervous that I would not
sell anything.  
~ Casey Grobler
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I made crazy popcorn for Popcorn Parade. At first nobody bought from
me but soon my stall was buzzing!  
~ Tyler Kruger
All the Grade 1’s bought my popcorn because I told them that the
sweets in my unicorn popcorn would give them magical powersshhhh, it’s a secret!  
~ Ilke Prinsloo
There was a buzz of excitement as all the Grade 4’s lined up to
go to the hall. A burst of colours entered the hall. There was
salted popcorn, caramelised popcorn, some were dyed and others
coloured. It was amazing! All of us sold EVERYTHING. We all had
fun.   
~ Georgia Mashonga
The night before popcorn parade my kitchen was popping with
excitement!  
~ Isabelle Momberg
I wish I could do it all again.  
I could finally make my own money!  

~ Nanda Silinga
~ Liyanda Ntshanyana

The Popcorn Parade was amazing! We all sold out of popcorn because
it was a pop-tastic day!  
~ Zintle Ramokolo
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MY BUSHPIG ADVENTURE . . .....................................................

My Bushpig adventure was amazing! My favourite part was
everything that we did. The food was great and fresh, the activities
were filled with teamwork and the walks were superb! The
facilitators were friendly and helped you when you were stuck. Mr
Bean was very funny and lovely. He loves nature and animals and
has his own farm. There were many different animals from buck to
wildebeest, from bugs to big cats. Next year’s grade fives are going
to love Bushpig and the facilitators! Bushpig was a wonderful place
and I will never forget it – even when I’m older.   ~ Leigh Sugden

On Monday when I woke up I was filled with this excited feeling. It
was time to get ready for Bushpig. When we got there we played a fun
game called Mingle. After that we went to our cabins, I was in cabin
1. We boiled water over a fire and cooked some eggs. We had to test
to see if the egg was hard boiled by cracking it on our friend’s head.
All of the eggs were raw and so we had egg yolks all over everyone’s
hair. Mr Bean was our director. He was very funny! If we won an activity
we got beans from him. Now I think you know why he has that name.
There were a lot of mud activities. The food was scrumptious. We had
a special guest speaker that we enjoyed listening to. Then it was time
for bed but first we went on a night hike. At night there were quite a
few spiders, not big ones but they were spiders. The lions from Kragga
Kamma Game Park woke us up at 4.30am. We got up early because if
we were late we lost beans. After breakfast we did an obstacle course
but there was a twist as your team had a blindfolded person carrying a
cup of water to look after. The winner was the team that had the most
water in their cup. At the end of our time there, the white team came
first, then the yellow team came second and my team, the red team,
came third. This adventure was awesome!  
~ Caitlin Gray
Bushpig was so much fun. The first day was fun because we first played
a game and then we went to our cabins and changed before continuing
with other activities. We had to come up with names for our teams and
create a flag which we had to present to everyone else. Teams who won
activities were given beans. The beans were like money – so if you lost
things, you had to ‘pay’ beans to Mr Bean to get them back! Mr Bean
was the manager of Bushpig. He was so funny! The facilitators were
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kind and funny and helpful. The food was great. The cabins were a little
bit small to fit all of our stuff! The activities were amazing, especially
the mud activities. We even got to plan in the mud for free time! The
activities were fun, but very tiring.  
~ Alungile Gwentshu
TECHNOLOGY TALK – SASSY LLAMA....................................

We went to listen to an inspiring talk about safety with devices. It truly
was a magical experience. Some people may think sitting on a chair in
a hall for an hour straight is boring, but really I wish it could’ve been
longer. We learnt so many things. I really felt inspired. We shouldn’t
have a phone too early. You know Steve Jobs invented Apple, but did
not let his kids have an iPhone. We learnt that the internet is like
fire. If it is controlled, it is fun. If it gets out of hand, it is dangerous
and can be harmful. We learnt the internet is also like a tattoo. It
never forgets.  
~ Elle O'Reilly
On the 26th August, a lady came to talk to us about safety on
our phones, iPads and other devices. She taught us to have strict
privacy settings on Tiktok, Youtube and Snapchat. We learnt that it
is not good to play on devices for the whole day. Kids are meant to
play outside with their dogs or toys. If you play on devices too much
you could become addicted and never want to stop. You have to be
careful what you say on WhatsApp. We learnt that you need to be very
careful when searching online and that you must think before you say
anything online.  
~ Kristen Human
MINUTE-TO-WIN-IT. . ...................................................................

It was loads of fun. We stood a chance of winning ten points, but only
one person actually got all 10 points. The competition was made up of
a whole bunch of super fun challenges. In 5W we had to do a noodle
game and tennis ball throw, in 5B we stacked dice on rulers that were
balanced in our mouths. We also had to roll marbles and knock a pencil
over. In 5R we did lots of puzzles, 5D we stacked and flipped and 5V we
played ping-pong with spoons and kept party balloons up. The majority
of the grade fives managed to get about seven points. My favourite
activity was when we played with party balloons. It was a great way to
end the term off on an ultra-high note!  
~ Meg Wentzel
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On the 3rd and 4th of June, we had Minute to Win It at school! It was so
much fun. I got 8 out of 10 for it – which means I only got 8 points. We
went to each grade five class for activities – we completed a first and
second round of activities. In the first round we did five activities and
in the second round we did another five activities to make up 10. All of
the activities were challenging, but everyone got through it. They were
actually so much fun in the end.  
~ Taytem Hargreaves
Minute to win it was awesome. It was on the eleventh of June. My
favourite activities were the golf ball stacking, bottle flip and the word
scramble. My least favourite activity was the tennis ball activity. All
of the activities were challenging. The most difficult was the golf ball
stacking. The easiest was the puzzle. Some people behaved and some
did not. I was happy that we did these activities as it was a privilege. I
hope that the grade 5s next year will enjoy it too.   ~ Jaimie Thysse
TRIP TO THE MUSEUM............................................

I rushed outside cheerfully with a smile on my face. I saw
my mom through the fence, ready for the trip. I gathered
my friends and we all jumped into the car.

Grade 5

We finally arrived, oh that smell of fish was horrible, but it
wasn’t going to stop me. We walked inside and facilitators
met us at the door. We were lead into a big, peculiar room.
We spoke about the Khoi-San and we had to build objects
that they used. We went through the museum looking at
pictures and more old objects. One of the pictures I saw
looked like a lobster, but it was just a lady in a weird dress.
We started to walk down the stairs when, BOOM… the lights
went out- LOAD SHEDDING! It was just like the night at the
museum. I was so scared when we walked past the dinosaurs because
I thought they might just take a stroll. I could have sworn I saw one
move its head. We went through all the animals too.
It was time to go, though like my mom would say, “All good things come
to an end”. When we got back to school I was so happy we went to the
museum. Not just because we were missing school work, but because I
remember going there as a kid. Good memories.   ~ Kaydince Bunce
The trip to Bayworld was such fun. We got to see everything. The thing
we went there for was to learn about the San and the Khoikhoi. We saw
the amazingly beautiful things they made. Then we went to have our
lunch (it was so nice having something unhealthy for a change)!
After that we went to the Snake Park- it was so scary! The first snake
that we saw was shedding its skin. That was disgusting! Then we
looked at baby turtles. They were adorable! I loved to look at them.
Then we went to see the seals. It was amazing! I loved my time
at Bayworld.  
~ Pippy Stevens
The day we went to the museum was Thursday, the fourteenth of
February, Valentine`s Day. As soon as we arrived there we split into
two lines. We were counted and then we went to meet our tour guide,
Siphokazi. She took us to the museum classroom. We learnt how to
use a bow and arrow, how to make a digging tool and how to make a
fire without using matches. After the lesson, we went outside to enjoy
some lunch. When I was finished eating, I darted to the snake park. Jake
was making hissing noises, thinking he was Harry Potter! After that we
went to see the seal show. My buddy, Daniel, got a kiss from a seal!
Looks like Daniel has a Valentine! What an outing!  
~ Luke Clark
PINE LODGE..................................................................................

When we got to Pine Lodge, we did ice breakers. Our teacher would
call out a number while we ran around the court. He had to call out,
“There’s a fire on the mountain!” and we had to call out, “Run, run!” We
did more ice breakers after that. Then we did an obstacle course. We
used team work. When it was my turn, I was very anxious. What if my
teammates let go of my hands? What if I fell? What if I was absolutely,
positively about to die? But no, they helped me very well. I didn’t fall.
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No, I did not die. What was I so worried about? What a relief. Then
we went zip lining. Oh my word! I was petrified. I had never zip lined
in my life. I had to put on weird-looking gear. We climbed up a giant,
wooden tower. It was super scary up there. Aimee and I were both
afraid, but to be honest, I was way more scared than she was. Finally,
it was my turn. Oh no! Today was the day I was about to die. Nope, I
didn’t. It was probably the best day of my life. It was like I was flying.
So now I know about team work and doing something new. Now was
that great or what?  
~ Rachel Manson- Kullin
On Tuesday we went to Pine lodge. I think it was the best outing in term
one! My mom helped with lifting. When we got there, I went to find my
friends. Finally we got started. We played a few games that required
a lot of concentration. Next, we got split into three groups. My group
went to the obstacle course first. The obstacle course looked easy, but
it was very hard. Next we went on the zip line. It was a bit scary at first,
but once you got used to it, it was like you’ve been doing it for years.
There were three zip lines in total- I went on all three!
Then we had lunch, after that, we had our last activity. It was just
games. We first played a game where you had to hold curved wooden
blocks and a gold ball would roll down them- you had to try make the
ball roll into a crate. In the next game we had to stand on crates and
try to get past a block (which we called Zimbabwe). We had to pass the
crates over our heads and hop onto the next crate. Our last game was
a long wooden block with strings and we had to stand on it and move
as one. I fell off twice! This showed us that in life team work is very
important. If I had to put those activities in order I would choose the
zip line, then the obstacle course and last would be the games. I had so
much fun and will never forget this outing.  
~ Karishma Jeena
I LOVE SOUTH AFRICA BECAUSE… . . .....................................

We have different and beautiful land marks and the history of the San
and the Khoi-Khoi.  
~ Palesa Olivier
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We are very good at sports.  

~ Daniel Schonknecht

It is so beautiful in the wild forests and it makes me feel good on the
inside.   
~ Gabriel Swinford-Meyer
We are all different, we are not the same.  
We have some of the best schools.  

~ Mbali Tshanga
~ Shani Bruwer

It is filled with many different kinds of lovely people.   ~ Holly Fisher
There are wonderful people, amazing animals and because of the
different and interesting cultures.   
~ Oluhle Ntengu
It’s got unique, beautiful, lush, interesting, tremendous landmarks and
natural features.  
~ David Thomson
SOCCER FESTIVAL.....................................................................

Go Brazil! Go Brazil! That was all I could hear! The Grade 5’s had a
soccer festival at the end of term two. My class was, obviously, Brazil.
We went all out! There was face paint and pom-poms and tutus. It
was sooooo much fun! I was a player. When I wasn’t playing, I was
screaming my lungs out. We played four other teams. We lost 1. At the
end of the last match, I scored the final goal. Now, who won? The boys
and girls from my class won! I know it wasn’t the point but it’s still
great to win.  
~ Summer Anderson
TALENT SHOW............................................................................

The talent show was great. I liked one of the dances and my friend’s
rap. It was great as there were many amazing acts. There were comedy
acts, dancing, poems, role-plays and a few more. All in all, it was a
really good talent show.  
~ Cayden Willis
For the talent show, I did a tongue-twister. My favourite act was my
friend’s African poem. She dressed up in special clothes and spoke
different languages and changed her voice tones.  
~ Casey Pautz
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION CAMP AT
AFRICAN IMPRINT............................................

Grade 6

It was so amazing when all the teachers went
zip lining and then we got to swim with Mrs
Engelke in the river. The funniest moment on
camp was when Mr Pedersen was being silly
in the boat and he nearly fell out. Camp was
an incredible experience, jam packed with
memories I will never forget.  ~ Lucy Dyer
When I went canoeing with Andrea we
looked like the girls from the movie,
As Jy Sing. Crawling through the mud
was a challenge for me, but I managed
to overcome my fear because of my
team’s constant encouragement.
  
~ Imani Magotsi

The best part of camp was that we got to be
with people we don’t normally socialise with.
I loved every single activity, but my favourite
was the obstacle course.  
~ Emily Filen
I was scared to go zip lining and I was not
feeling well, but Mr Pedersen said that if I
went, then he would go down as well. So I
went down and so did he. It was the best
camp ever and was so much fun. The lowlight
was when we had to go home; I did not want
the camp to end.  
~ Joy Dixon
The highlight of the camp for me was all the
activities that required building, strength and
teamwork. I have to say that my team was
the best. They always encouraged each other,
had amazing spirit, always made us laugh and
took part in every activity. One of my favourite
times was when we just got to chill with our
friends at night. Camp was two of the best
days of my life – it was a fun filled and mind
boggling time with a team with so much spirit
and the best teachers ever.   ~ Carla Jackson
It was great getting to camp and having to
set up our tents. The activities throughout
the three days were amazing and it was
so much fun spending time with my best
friends and doing all the really fun activities
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together. I wouldn’t change a thing about
camp, it was perfect.		
  
~ Josie Wickens
The highlight of the camp was being with
my friends all day and seeing another side of
people. I loved the zip line, it was fast and made
my heart race. I also loved the canoeing and
being able to put my hands in the water and
just enjoy the nice, warm river. At bedtime all
the boys and girls formed a circle and brushed
their teeth together, it was so much fun.
  
~ Keira Attwell
I have so many highlights from camp. I was
very scared to go on the zip line, but Miss J, Mrs
Engelke and Mrs Dillon all encouraged me to
go. They helped me overcome my fear. I went
very fast down the zip line, it was very scary.
The funniest moment was doing the banana
dance with Mr Pedersen.   ~ Sangiwe Majezi
I loved doing the fun activities with my friends
and having the opportunity to make new
friends and getting closer to people I didn’t
really know. Camp was absolutely fantastic,
I learnt so much and had so much fun.
  
~ Grace Miedema
The camp was supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.
~ Jayden Aitken
The funniest thing was when Ubuhle and I
went canoeing and she lost her shoe in the
river.  
~ Hannah van Rensburg
Going down the zip line was a challenge
as it was very high and I hate heights. I
had overcome this situation by telling
myself to not think of the possibilities of
something bad but rather just going for it.
  
~ Ubomi Ngqawana
The highlight of the camp was not one thing,
it was everything. Everything there was so
much fun and everyone was just so happy.
  
~ Juliete Stickells
The camp was an extraordinary way to bond,
eat great food and have the time of your life
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(and lose your voice).  

~ Caleb Harris

The highlight of camp for me was the obstacle
course. Getting muddy and stinky is my
favourite type of thing to do.  ~ Emily Wood
My highlight for the camp was doing the zip
line which was so much fun and another
highlight was being in a group working together
with my peers and learning to “man up!”
  
~ Hayley Freeman
I felt happy when I was doing a hard activity
and everyone encouraged me to do it and the
tears came down because they all love me.
  
~ Lihle Magobiyana
Camp was an amazing time, every activity had
something fun in it and every activity made
me smile.  
~ Ifa Tshivhase
The highlight of the camp for me was all the
activities and interacting with the people that
I never really met properly. The best and the
most fun activity for me was the zip lining and
survival skills.  
~ Kenau Crisp
The funniest thing was when Mr P did the
banana dance.  
~ Milani Osazuwa
The camp was very fun but the instructors,
teachers and the moms made it better.
  
~ Sibahle Msutwana
Camp is a loving place of nature where you
can be around it and bond with it. It also has
a sweet, caring heart who lets you be who you
really are and it is a heart-warming place of fun
where memories last forever.  ~ Rene North
GR 6 IS… ...............................................................

Fun, stressful and loads of work where time
management is essential.   ~ Luke Cotterell
Worth failing… just to have another year in it.
  
~ Sinoyolo Mbete
Just the best grade ever.  

~ Carla Jackson

Exciting and stressful with the best teachers.
  
~ Sarah Scanlen

ATTENDING THE BUGSY MALONE
PRODUCTION BY VP HIGH SCHOOL.........

I loved the guns in the show. They were so
loud. The show was amazing because there
was violence, romance and even comedy. I
felt absolutely amazing watching the show,
it was a life changing experience for me. When
I am in high school, I also want to be the lead
character because I love to have people looking
at me and I love to dance and sing and act.
  
~ Sinoyolo Mbete
Everything about the show was amazing. It was
very funny and really enjoyable. I would watch
it again ten times over.   ~ Amber Hodgson
I actually enjoyed everything about Bugsy
Malone. It was so great that I actually felt like I
was in the show too.  ~ Endinako Mazungula

What I enjoyed the most about the show
was the dancing because the dresses were
beautiful and they were eye catching. I also
loved the actual dancing, it was phenomenal.
The dancers always smiled, it was lovely. I
loved Bugsy, the main character because he
was very funny and he did not give up trying
to impress the girl he liked, Tululah.
  
~ Singalaka Mahlathini
The Bugsy Malone show at VP High School
taught me to never give up on my dreams and
to always believe in other people.
  
~ Daniel Stevenson
Fat Sam was my favourite character in the
show, because of his accent. He could keep
it like that for the whole show. I felt happy,
excited and flabbergasted while watching the
show.  
~ Enzokuhle Tshanga
What I enjoyed most about the show was the
mystery. Everything was always so secretive
and I never knew what would happen next.
  
~ Tayla Donald
The music and the dancing in the show was

I enjoyed the gang members and all the action
in the show, because it reminded me about a
game called Grand Auto Theft that I play on
my playstation.  
~ Siba Majola
RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS....................

For the random acts of kindness project, my
friend, Amber, and I went to Animal Welfare.
We felt so happy to be contributing to such
an amazing cause. When we got there it was
so sad to see all the animals in cages. It was
really wonderful to see the dogs that we
walked so happy to finally get snacks and
exercise. It impacted us in such an amazing
way and we will never forget our visit to
Animal Welfare.   ~ Kathryn van der Merwe.
For our random act of kindness project,
Hannah and I went to Zanethemba Baby
Home. We felt happy to help so many little
babies whose parents abandoned them.
We brought them toys, books and school
supplies that the Grade 7’s had kindly
donated. It was a very bitter-sweet moment
once we got to the baby home. Hannah and
I were glad that these babies got a good,
safe home in their hour of need, but we were
sad that these cute, little babies’ parents
either couldn’t or wouldn’t take care of them
anymore. We learnt to be more grateful for
the wonderful homes and parents that we
have been blessed with.   ~ Zoe Oosthuizen
In Life Skills the Grade 6’s had a task; the task
was to perform a random act of kindness. I
went in a group of 3. We decided to collect
2nd hand sports equipment and shoes
for Sydneham Primary School. Before the
handing over we had to collect all the 2nd
hand sports equipment. We made posters
and advertised on social media. We put boxes
around the school
and we received lots
of donations from
many people. We
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For our random act of kindness we visited
Mihlali’s Children Haven which is situated
across the car park from Vineyard Church.
We decided to make “Thank You” packages
for the 5 full-time staff who work there. We
got together and set out all our gifts… hand
cream, sanitizers, lip-ice, soaps, tissues and
a slab of chocolate. We found encouraging
Bible verses and stuck them at the back of the
“Thank You” cards. We placed our gifts into
spotty, red bags and placed huge hearts on
them. We thought they looked awesome. The
ladies were very surprised and very grateful
to be spoilt by us. They do an amazing job
of loving and caring for these children, just
as if they were their own. We felt so sad
that these children had been abandoned
by their parents or had to be taken away
from dangerous situations. It was amazing
to see how happy and loved these children
are. We left feeling emotional, but also with
happy hearts… knowing that these children
are definitely part of a loving family… until
they find their forever home.  ~ Juliette Horn

Grade 6

I loved the fact that the show was based on
the olden days. The accents were really funny
and cool to listen to. The guns were really loud
and a bit scary at times.   ~ Oliver Martin

brilliant. The music was jazzy and made you
want to get up and dance. I loved fat Sam’s
gang, they were so funny.		
  
~ Rebecca Brazzale

were shocked by how much was donated; we
had two car boots full of donations. Some of
the hockey sticks didn’t have grips and some
of the tennis racquets strings were broken.
Sportsworld kindly put grips on the hockey
sticks at cost price and replaced the tennis
racquet strings at no cost. We felt very excited
and anxious to hand over the equipment.
During the handing over we felt very proud
to have done something so kind for the boys
and girls. Afterwards we realised it feels as
good to give as it does to receive. They kindly
gave us a certificate of appreciation, which
was not expected. We learnt that we must
be thankful for what we have and mustn’t
take anything for granted. We are grateful
for everything we have and the opportunity
of being part of an amazing school like
Clarendon Park.  
~ Alyssa Sutton

GRADE 6 MARKET DAY...............................

One, two, three and ring, the break bell goes.
A massive crowd of children came storming
into the school hall with a mixture of shouting
and laughter. I was nervous, scared that I
would not make a good profit. A Grade one
runs to our table and buys a wooden sword,
shield and gun! I knew we were going to be a
success. My nerves changed to excitement as
more and more pupils bought from us. It felt
like I was in a whirlwind. I felt dizzy from all
the questions, sales and money
transfers. The break bell rings
and slowly the crowd of children
disappear and then ….. Silence. It
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was the best break ever and all our hard work
paid off. I couldn’t wait a single second for
second break to come.  
~ Nathan Lock
My friends and I opened a store at Market
Day called DIST.I.N.CT Treats and More.
We sold succulent plants, night lights,
cupcakes, peppermint crisp fudge, stickers
and stationery tins. We also raffled a Fortnite
t-shirt. Once all the pupils were in the hall
it was quite a challenge trying to serve 10
people at once. Half way through Market Day
a little Grade one asked for a succulent plant
that cost R20,00, but she only had R1,50. We
felt bad so we offered her fudge instead. It
was a great day with lots of profit being made.
  
~ Aaron Fairly

Grade 6

My friends and I had a blast at market day.
When I heard about the day I was really
excited but as the day got closer, it started
getting frustrating because I didn’t
know what to make. We were a group
of five, which meant it was a bit too
crowded. I finally decided on what
I was going to make. I made oreo
pops, curry bunnies and melted
chocolate marshmallows. The
best part of the whole experience
was making the goodies. I
couldn’t believe it when the

currie bunnies were sold out at first break.
  
~ Buhle Manentsa
It was Market Day and I could feel the
butterflies in my stomach. While setting up,
my friend could not stop bouncing up and
down with excitement. The Grade one’s came
into the hall and within the blink of an eye
the entire hall was jam packed with buyers.
All the Grade 6’s hearts were racing with
nervousness as well as excitement, but fun
was had by everyone. I can’t wait for Business
Week next year.  
~ Shannon Halgreen
The night before Market Day I couldn’t sleep
because I had so many mixed emotions. I
was confident that our things would sell, but
then just before break started,
my nerves took over. I

A VISIT TO THE SPUR...........................................................................

For me, the best thing was the burger. It was amazing! We have to give
credit to the manager. It must be very hard to make the food taste that
good. It was interesting to see how the food was made, who made it
and what they do with it. We were also locked in the freezer for a few
seconds, which was the second best thing.  
~ Nathan Sylvester

I really enjoyed the Spur outing because it showed us how the food is
made as well as the hard work put into making the food. The staff was
so friendly and they looked very neat. My favourite part was eating of
course. I loved the chips and the burger was amazing!   ~ Erin Loock
The Spur felt like an ordinary restaurant at first, but it’s actually a very
special one. It’s nothing like the others because it is the way the people
make you feel that makes it special. I had a really fun time at Spur. My
favourite part was being locked in the freezer for a few seconds. Being a
Spur manager must be very hard work because they have to be there for
many hours during the day and the night making sure that everything is
in the right spot and making sure that all the waitrons are there on time
for work.  
~ Abbey Knott
The Spur outing was amazing and so much fun. We got to see their
huge fridges and freezers. I never knew that if the meat was left outside
for 3 hours, it would have to be thrown away. It was interesting to see
that the bins had magnetic strips that the cutlery would stick to and so

was wondering if people would actually buy
goodies from us, if they would actually buy
the things we made and whether they would
like our stall. Luckily, when the miniature
Grade Ones walked in, I calmed down. For
the rest of the day I had a magnificent time.
By the end of market day my group had made
a superior amount of money and we were all
very proud of ourselves.  
~ Jade Kelly
Market Day was a lot of hard work. I feared
no one would come to our stall and that we
wouldn’t sell anything. Millions of things were
spinning around in my head. Suddenly the
huge hall was filled with little Grade ones. It
felt as if I was the only person in that room
who was scared.  
~ Lisa Rudman

prevented it from falling into the bins. The manager must be very busy
and hardworking because he / she would have to order all the food,
take care of customers, help employers and make sure everything is
under control. I think it is very stressful and difficult and I would not be
able to handle it for a single day.  
~ Iminathi Tiso
The interesting thing that I learnt when we went to the Spur was business
management. It takes hard work to run a franchise. I was shocked to
learn that it takes 7 managers to run the Spur. They explained that
there is a FIFO system in their fridges and freezers – First In First Out.
The most fun part of the outing was not the eating, although that was
delicious. It was being locked in a – 18 freezer, cold, dark and enclosed! I
really enjoyed our outing to the Spur.  
~ Rorisang Ramokolo
My experience at Spur was amazing! The highlight for me was how the
food was made and how the Spur itself is managed. We even got to
taste crumbed mushrooms which was scrumptious. Being the manager
of the Spur is quite challenging. You have to manage your income and
expenditure. You have to train your staff and ensure that you select your
staff wisely. What was really interesting is how they record things. They
use a computer, camera and diaries. Theft is also recorded.
  
~ Ubomi Ngqawana
It was very fun, joyful and a great experience at the Spur. We enjoyed
a great, tasty meal with chips. I did not think that I could scream as
loudly as I did when we were locked in the freezer! I loved it there and I
don’t think I could ever replace that memory.
  
~ Chloe Cherry
What I found interesting was how organised
the kitchen was. At my house you will always
see dishes around so I think Spur is very
special. I think being a Spur manager must be
difficult because you have to keep checking
what is going on and seeing that everyone is
doing their jobs. Being a Spur manager means
that you have to remember so many things.
  
~ Ifa Tshivhasa
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THE END OF PRIMARY SCHOOL...............................................

Grade 7

Do you remember your first day of Grade 1? Those squeaky-clean
shoes, that teeny-tiny blazer? The seven years of junior school
stretching endlessly before you? That long path ahead could appear
as insurmountable as climbing Mount Everest. Most of us have been
here since the very first day of Grade 1. Don’t you miss those times?
The teachers helped us to read and write and on top of that they still
expected us to learn a whole new language. We thought they were
crazy, but we now know that that was nothing. Grade 2: Finally using
pencils and we could rub things out! I remember getting excited over
that, but then we were also expected to write dates! An entire extra
line of writing – how could they do this to us, but I think we managed
to survive. Grade 3: Remember getting excited over learning cursive? I
just remember being happy because I didn’t have to lift my hand after
every single letter – so much effort! Grade 4: Yay, we no longer have
to look after those silly, little clips and were allowed to take our
name badges home. That was too good to be true. Grade 5: We’re
now allowed to write in pen and if you were really neat, then the
privilege of using pen before anybody else was bestowed upon you.
Grade 6: The teachers expected us to walk from one class to another
between lessons and later even outside to avoid the congestion.
These were the kind of crises we had to deal with in the past and we
didn’t even understand how simple those times were. So here we are.
We have finally made it to Grade 7, our last year of primary school and
I don’t know about all of you, but I am feeling ready to get out of here
as we have grown up in both mind and body and don’t exactly want to
stick around anymore. I like to call this ‘big fish, little pond’ syndrome.
Right now many of us are feeling pretty ‘bok’ having achieved much in
primary school, but once we get to high school, none of that matters
anymore. Nobody cares about what you accomplished in primary
school, they only care about what they see right now, and it gives you
a second chance to make a name for yourself if you haven’t before.
Now that we’re finally going to be in the bigger pond that we’ve dreamt
about, it turns out we’re not actually that big, as a matter of fact, we’re

pretty small. Everyone else is going to be so much taller than us, wiser
than us and just generally more talented than us, but we’ve got time to
make that mould for ourselves too. Life is tough and we’re only part of
the way there and it might seem as if we have already climbed Mount
Everest to get there, but in actual fact, we have only just reached base
camp…
~ Robert Wentzel (Public Speaking Oral)
HOBBITON EXPERIENCES: COMPASS

I turned the dial on my compass to two hundred and seventy – four
degrees, “That way!” I cried. They started stepping slowly, counting
each time their tired feet touched the ground. They stopped abruptly
and shouted, “Here!” My exhausted feet carried me to the next
point, right in front of a bin. I stood there, engulfed in the clouds of
fog that rested on the ground. My dial turned, yet again, to thirty –
five degrees. My group trudged along, in the direction I was pointing.
When they stopped, I heaved a sigh of relief, as we were one step
closer to finishing. We scavenged around, searching for the tool to
finish our quest. Then someone spotted the khoki, suspended from
a tattered rope, in a tree. As quick as a light, we coloured in the
block and raced back to our instructor for the next clue. Then it all
started again!
~ Maya Forbes-Rolling
TRAPEZE

I walked through the gate, and there it was, the Trapeze, glistening in
the afternoon sun. I had been told so much about it, and it was finally
my turn. As soon as I saw it, the fear crept in. Soon enough it was
time. I wriggled into the big harness and tightened it. Then it was my
turn. I put on a confident smile and started climbing. I reached the top
and slowly stood up. Suddenly the fear came back, it swallowed me
like a raging tornado, but I pushed it down. I set my eyes on where I
had to jump. I was an athlete, waiting at the starting line, the crowd
cheering me on. Three… Two… One… jump! Then there was silence. For
a second I was an eagle, soaring through the ocean- blue sky. I reached
out and grabbed hold of it. I did it! I conquered the Trapeze! The others
cheered as I was safely lowered down. I was an athlete and I won the
race.
~ Daniel Heuff
NIGHT HIKE

It was raining that night, fog hung low and echoes of mischievous
laughter rung through the canopies, shaking what was trapped above
and drenching us below. The moonlit sky checked on us from time to
time as the stars would wave goodbye, before we were swallowed by
the thicket once more. The shadows weighed heavy on our shoulders
and the only signs of content were rays of white light, constantly
playing hide and seek with our morale. Shivering and shaking we
trudged on, comforted solely by the friends at our sides, only to find
our chain had broken and we were alone once more… Spotlights,
glowing with salvation, torches flickering in the night, bringing us back
to the path, safely guiding us until dawn.
~ Mark Taylor
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“Next!” And it’s my turn… The guide takes me out into the shadowy,
mysterious forest. I sit on the ground feeling the prickle of the pine
needles lying on the soil. I try to calm myself down, although, deep
down I’m petrified of being out here alone. I listen to the sounds
around me, there’s a trickling stream not far away, the odd rustle in
the bushes around me and my own breath, breathing in and out rather
swiftly but slowing down as I become at peace with my surroundings. I
decide to lie down and look up at the stars, glimmering in the moonlit
sky. A few moments later, I can hear the silent tred of the guide’s
footsteps as the leaves crunch under his feet. I feel a gentle tap on my
shoulder and lots of shuffling as everybody stands up and gets ready to
return to camp.
~ Atèya Rubidge
RAFTING

DORMS AT NIGHT

Small chatter overcrowds the room as the girls in my dorm get ready
for bed. All of a sudden, a loud, groaning sound comes from the door
as it slowly opens. The teacher walks in to wish us a goodnight. The
teacher exits the room with the groaning of the door once more and
turns off the light. Suddenly a thick, opaque darkness covers the room
as if covered with a thick blanket. All I hear are faint giggles coming
from the moving beds. I am suddenly aware of my name being called
from below. I look over the edge of my bed to see my friend giving me
a glowing smile. We whisper, not wanting to bring attention to our
conversation. The room dies down, bringing to my attention that I am
the only one still talking. I say goodnight to my friend and lie down.
Silence falls upon the room - only shuffling and a few tiptoeing girls
who need the bathroom.
~ Jorja Ross

Down we go, down the long gravel road. Clouds of dust get in our
eyes. We don’t care, we keep moving into the cold, dark forest. I hear a
howl. We freeze, too scared to move for we are in front of a ferocious
baboon. Slowly we edge to the side, trying to slip past. All I hear is the
beating of my pounding heart and not our instructor. We hike, up the
hills so steep, the roots so thick, deeper into the wilderness. You hear
the crunching of the leaves and the panting of fellow teammates. Your
legs are lead. You’ve made it! The view is breath-taking. The water is
cold as it runs down your throat. You sit relaxing in the sun, listening to
the buzz of bees as they greedily drink the sweet water. You get up. The
descent begins!
~ Abigail Leer
JACOB’S LADDER

I am standing at the foot of the mighty Jacob’s ladder. Sweat is dripping
down my face, adrenaline is pumping through my veins. The only
thing I can hear is the thumping of my heart. I hear a friend saying
something to me, but it sounds far and distant like a mere whisper. I
nod my head as if I know exactly what she is saying and take a deep
breath. All of a sudden I lurch forward clutching the first rung and
swing my foot swiftly over it taking hold of the next rung. So it goes
on until I reach for the bonus point rung, dazed at what I managed to
do. Ten seconds later I am leisurely being lowered back down to the
ground. I am welcomed with congratulations, cheers and a beaming
instructor.
~ Jani Erasmus
ORIENTEERING

“Just this way…” My voice trailed off. I looked at the mind – boggling
map once more as I stopped short in the clearing. “But... wh – what?!”
I spluttered, incredulous. I slowly turned around in the all – too
– familiar clearing that I had just been led into for the fifth time.
My team stood, arms crossed, muttering, exasperated. I cautiously
walked towards them, dismayed at our findings and fearful of their
reactions. “Sooo…,” I interrupted nervously. They all turned to face
me and fixed their gaze on me, steely. I offered them a weak smile
but with their faces impassive and their responses cold, the smile
slowly melted off my face like ice – cream melting in the sun on a
hot day. I cleared my throat awkwardly and then ploughed on with
forced optimism. “Maybe we’re just not looking hard enough,” I
suggested, trying to make it seem like I had not said that the previous
three times we had entered the clearing.
~ Beth Meades

Grade 7

During our time at Hobbiton we went rafting. We were taught how
to build a reasonable raft and unfortunately, we had a disadvantage
because our competitors had more time to build theirs. Once we had
finished building our slightly wonky and rushed raft, a few people
from our team climbed into the muddy, sludgy water and carefully
climbed onto the raft. Just as the whistle blew to start the relay, the
rope connected to the pole of the raft untied and it broke apart! We
had to quickly fix it. By the time we got back onto the raft, the other
team was far ahead, but we were determined to catch up. Perhaps we
were too determined. We started paddling again and hit into a large,
slippery rock! By the time we reversed and got back on track, the other
team was already on their way back! The rest of our team did not lose
hope. They were excited and supportive the whole way through. We
did not have an athletic team, but we had spirit. It ended up being a
tie, which was a miracle, considering how far behind we were. Then the
instructor asked each team why they thought they should win. After a
long debate, the instructor picked up our team’s barrel that was used
for our raft. Half of it was filled with water! We were racing on a heavy,
sinking raft! I was flabbergasted. I thought a tie was crazy, but it turned
out that we had achieved something that would sound impossible. We
did it! We won with the help of a miracle.
~ Charlotte Hutchinson

KETTLESPOUT

KLIMAATVERANDERING GEDIGTE

Splosh! Was met ‘n emmer die kar
Probeer om te stort in plaas van bad
As jy water sien loop in die pad
Aangeneem dat dit nie joune is
Redigeer dit, anders lyk die pad soos die kus.
Water, dit is wat ons aan die lewe hou
Alle mens moet help met die doel van water spaar
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Teen watter tyd sal mense sê: “Ek wou…”
Enige mens, verander wou tot nou!
Redigeer jou lewens styl.
~ Mia Oosthuizen (excerpt from poem)
Die damme is droog
Die son is warm – dit is warm!
Dit is tyd dat ons baie na-dink oor ons land
Ons kan almal met meer sorg die plastiek
van die lug en see verwyder
Bome en plante word in a haas afgekap
Ons verwoes die toekoms vir ons familie lede
met ons sorgloosheid oor vullis en rommel
As ons nie vinnig op tree nie
sal daar geen meer natuur oorbly
vir my of jou nie.
~ Frank Upton
O die wonders van die natuur

Grade 7

O die wonders van die natuur!
Dit is net so wonderlik,
Al die bome om te sien.
O die wonders van die natuur!
Ek kan na dit kyk elke uur.
Wat gaan ons volgende keer sien?
Maar ons is net te skaam om nee te sê,
Want ons will alles hê. Baie mense kap dit af,
Hoekom? Hoekom?
Sê ek wanneer ek draf.
Kap, Kap, Kap!
Al die blomme is weg. Is dit nou ernstig reg?
Ons moet nie alles kap nie,
Als sal daar niks wees nie.
O die wonders van die natuur!
Dit is so ‘n plesier.
Al die lekker dinge om te sien,
Dit is so vol pret.
O die wonders van die natuur!
~ Dane Bradfield
Besoedeling in die see

Die see was een dag skoon en blou
Maar dan het mense plastiek gebou
As diere dit eet
Kan hulle hul lewe vergeet.
Mense gooi plastiek in die see
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En dit maak my baie hartseer
As jy plastiek op die grond sien
Tel dit op en sit dit in die asblik.
Om ‘n dolfyn of rob te red
Tel dit op voor jy in die bed klim
Die see is nou vol besoedeling
En al die visse is onder lyding.
Die see is ‘n baie pratige ding
maar ons is besig om dit te martel
Ons moet nou mooi na dit kyk
Voor dit nie meer pragtig lyk.
~ Jody van Aardt
Eendag, dink net a bietjie

Eendag, as daar geen Aarde is nie
Vra nie hoekom nie
Hoekom is ‘n term wat so maklik gebruik word
Waarvoor daar geen antwoord is nie.
Ons vernietig ons planeet,
Ons gee nie om nie.
Maar binne kort sal daar
geen lug meer wees nie
Rose, lelies en sonneblomme
heeltemal weg
Daar sal binnekort geen
aarde wees om op te leef nie.
Sê u totsiens
en u gebede
Baie mense sal hulle wanhoop hê.
Neem die hele tyd,
al die tyd wat jy nodig het,
want binnekort sal jy besef
jy kan nooit bevry word nie.
Ons het ons planeet verwoes.
Daar is geen terugkeer
Miskien sal ons binnekort iets leer
Jy kan nie terug neem
wat jy gedoen het nie
Suig dit net op
en leef net as een.
~ Tayla Coombe-Davis
Careers day

Kelly Williamson: My dream is to become
a paediatric oncologist because I have a
strong passion for caring, helping and saving

The Williamson Family

Grant, Cindy, Ryan and Kelly

people’s lives, where I can be selfless and
show compassion as I put my patient first.
Amber Ogden: I was inspired by my class to
become a lawyer. Earlier this year we were
debating about soccer. Who is better at
soccer – girls or boys? I was able to debate
this topic for ages. I, Amber Ogden, shall
become the greatest lawyer of all time!
Andrew Huang: I dislike repetitive jobs,
preferring something more challenging
and fun. Problem solving is more my thing.
There’s also the money factor, as well as
creating a successful business that caters to
other people’s needs. These are a few of the
reasons I would like to be an entrepreneur.
Jessica Smith: Lights! Camera! Action!!
When I become an actress I am going to act
in a captivating series and win many Emmy
Awards. I better watch out, because many
of my peers are going to run back for my
signature. AND CUT!!
Yesol Kim: I was inspired by my dad to become
a graphic designer. When I was younger,
I always wanted to be a vet, but that all
changed when I saw my dad’s old work and
designs. I have never really enjoyed IT work,
but this was different. I was able to play with
shapes and colours, and be creative.
Thomas Fogarty: My dream is to become a
computer programmer because I want to
make a lot of money. I was inspired by the
game ‘Boats’ which teaches children two
lessons: basic coding and how to clear our
oceans of plastic. I will design games that
teach children about climate change and
ways to stop it.

Grade 7

Grade 7

Fire and General CC

This page is sponsored by:
Tel: 041 3743322 info@fgcc.co.za
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SAXOPHONE QUARTET
Mr Felkers, T Stevens, C Els, K Williamson
 JAZZ BAND
Back Row: C Els, J Erasmus, I Richards,
R Wentzel, K Williamson, T Stevens, M Broom
Middle Row: H Johnson, A Cornell, K Vermaak,
M Jackson, R Brown, A Parkin, K Whitaker, J Smith
Front Row: J White, T Fogarty, A Bresler,
Mr Felkers, A Hodgson, A Beary, E Noome

SENIOR BAND REPORT..........................................................................................

Band

In 2019 we reached the largest amount of
learners in our senior band in six years with
nearly fifty members.
The band had their first performance during
assembly in the second term. Our first
performance in the third term was at Victoria
Park’s Music Extravaganza. The Concert
Bands of Greenwood Primary, Clarendon
Park Primary and Victoria Park High School
took part in this event. At the end of the
evening, all these bands played together in a
mass band.
Our second performance in the third term
was at the Pearson High Arts Festival. The
band received a Gold (A+) certificate at
this event.
In the fourth term, we hosted our own Wind
and Jazz Band evening. This was a wonderful

event, and Greenwood Primary and Collegiate
Junior School were our invited guests.
On 24 October we left Port Elizabeth for
our much anticipated band tour. During this
tour we had five concerts. In Grahamstown
we performed at St Andrews Prep and
at the Settlers Monument together with
Kingswood and Graeme College. In East
London we played at Crewe Primary and
had a joint concert at Stirling Primary with
Stirling and Hudson Park joining us. We ended
our concert series at the Berea Gardens
Retirement Village.
Despite having a very busy tour schedule we
managed to take off sometime for some ten
pin bowling.
To end off a very busy year, the band performed
at the Senior Awards Evening. ~ Mr de Lange

SENIOR BAND
Back Row: R Brown, A van Zyl, M Broom, J Coetzee, J Erasmus, I Richards, R Wentzel, K Williamson, T Stevens, C Els, C Hutchinson, S Mali
4th Row: R Mills, N Peo, D Sengane, K Vermaak, P Stevens, C Douglas, I Tiso, P Berg, M Jackson, A Parkin, J Parkin, K Whitaker
3rd Row: H Johnson, A Bresler, L Sugden, K Burger, A Cornel, T Delport, G Grobbelaar, S Mahlathini, A Hodgson
2nd Row: E Hill, A Beary, M Wentzel, M Osazuwa, T Fogarty, H Leyland, Z Bavuma, K Jeena, T Verfuss
Front Row: E Noome, I Hendricks, J White, Mr de Lange, Z Fletcher, R Manson-Kullin, H Tinderholm
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JUNIOR CHOIR
Back Row: I Prinsloo, A Broom, C Grobler, K Osazuwa, J Theron, l Wilcox, M Lloyd, N Mouchili, R Hoppe, D Whittal, T Knight, I Davecharran, N Tsitshi,
M Simpson, M Nogqala
4th Row: J Cornell, M Harmse, A Bennett, A Stuart, L Nyepa, m Kennedy, A Horner, M Welgemoed, J Cullis, E Scheepers, J Kock, C Barnado, R Harmse,
M Taylor, L Ntshanyana
3rd Row: Mrs Dippenaar, L Hutchinson, S Theunissen, M Zondi, J Taverner, J Grobler, T Theledi, S Serdyn, S Heuff, M Mangwengwana, L Tele, H Friend,
L Olivier, S de Mendonca, Miss van der Merwe
2nd Row: E Sawyer, S Somfula, Z Morgan, K Tessling, A Makedama, F de Beer, E Steenkamp, I Tele, R Bartlett, S Mali, M Prinsloo, K Swandon, C York
Front Row: M Pienaar, A Mpofu, E Tshanga, L Ncanywa, E Nyepa, T Kruger, K Byron, G Bonnage, C Sawyer, I Mngatu, M Allen

Choir
SENIOR CHOIR
Back Row: B Mapasa, K Webster, Z Oosthuizen, L Cotterrell, K Every, S Hustler, N Kruger, M Forbes-Rolling, E Tshanga, K Nangu, A Leer, J Coetzee, M Broom
4th Row: O Leonard, R Brown, M Jackson, M Hill, K Attwell, S Ndongeni, K Flesch, A Saayman, S Mali, M Mangqengwana, A Bisiwe, R Leer, C Gray
3rd Row: T Delport, I Tele, P Ndaba, L Rall, C Smith, E Bartlett, A Parkin, D Sengane, M Tshanga, B Manentsa, T Henderson, J Parkin
2nd Row: Mrs Dippenaar, C Sawyer, H Johnson, M Mukoko, L Wilson, G Grobbelaar, P Theledi, A Ngqabayi, T Donald, A Hodgson, M Ngada, Miss van der Merwe
Front Row: S Snobolo, C Pautz, J Stickells, H Westraadt, T Verfuss, E Hill, R Clark, E Forlee, E Noome, T Austin, K Human

CHOIR REPORT....................................................................
Our school’s choir performances started this year with the senior
choir performing at the ATKV Applous regional competition held at
Kabega Primary. Schools from all over South African and Namibia
had entered. The Senior choir received a gold and was invited to the
final in Bloemfontein. In June the Junior and Senior choir took part in
the KykNet Sing in Harmonie choir competition. This was held at the
Feather Market Hall. Both choirs went through to the Eastern and
Southern Cape final. On 22 July the Junior choir performed at Pearson’s
Arts festival and received a distinction for their performance. The
Senior Choir performed at the amazing Sandt du Plessis theatre in
Bloemfontein on 25 July. It was wonderful to be part of this experience.
We were privileged to hear singing from the best choirs in the country

and it was indeed an honour to perform in such a prestigious theatre.
In September both choirs participated in the Sing in Harmonie final.
The Junior choir won the Junior competition and the Senior choir came
second in the Senior competition. Part of the prize they won is to record
a cd next year as well a music video which will be televised on KykNet.
They were also invited to participate at the final for the winners of the
different regions. It will be recorded and televised live on KykNet next
year. Our two choirs performed at the Grade 2-7 awards ceremonies.
This has been a full but very rewarding year and I want to thank all the
members of these choirs for the tremendous commitment they have
shown to our very busy programme, as well as to the parents for all
their support.
~ Mrs Dippenaar
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ART CLUB – GRADE 2
Back Row: I Goosen, G Thomas, L Botha,
S Theunissen, M Mangqengwana,
H Stevenson, O Gqirana, S Nyamakazi,
N Schilder, K Bunce, E Harrison, M Meyer,
E Killian, M Hunter, M Rettenbacher
4th Row: O Anderson, N Hemsley,
D Markotter, K Khathi, J Potgieter, L Meier,
M Prinsloo, M Cassim, D Naidoo, R Nader,
E Clark, R Binning, I Mnqatu, S Strydom
3rd Row: Z Geddes, E Black, M Howard,
G Bonnage, S Ryan, C Langford, E Nyepa,
L Coetzee, Z Morgan, K Byron, K Friend,
G Huddlestone
2nd Row: M Allen, P Forbes-Rolling, B Darne,
K Westraadt, E Cullis, N Komeni, L Visagie,
S Louw, A Watson, N Heasley, C Sawyer,
J Lock, J Killian, R Bamber
Front Row: M Maketa, C Raath, U Moodley,
M Bamber, Mrs Lock, C Hay, A Ngqabayi,
F Kretzmann, M Pienaar

Clubs

ART CLUB – GRADE 3
Back Row: A Bennett, K Moorcroft,
O Ngeni, I Davecharron, B Mhlaba, K Zahn,
M Vockerodt, S Pinnock, J Kock, M Harmse
4th Row: S Nogqala, M Taylor, M Higgs,
H Heck, M Measures, H Willemse, L Punyer,
C Rock, N Allen, S Krummeck
3rd Row: L Slabbert, P Furter, H Friend,
O Marais, J Taverner, Y Ramji, R Magotsi,
L Mhlahlo, L Hutchinson, F de Beer
2nd Row: J Thaw, A Makedama, E Hayes,
L Radasi, H Warren, L Makinana, Q Mbabela,
S Williams, H Claydon, Mrs Horn
Front Row: G Steenkamp, O Tselapedi,
S Dowlman, K Swanson, A Mpofu, R Coetzee,
E Sawyer, L Julie

ART CLUB – SENIOR
Back Row: K Junger, U Pezisa, U Gitywa,
C Cherry, C Edgar, A Wolff, K Webster,
K Crisp, A Mhlontlo, A January, E Bartlett
4th Row: E Wood, L Ludick, J Broadhurst,
J Theron, C Joshua, E Coetzee, G Fodor,
R Hoppe, M Pape, T Knight, K Burger, H Furter
3rd Row: D Gerber, T Verfuss, S de Villiers,
J Grage, M Claasen, A Gwentshu, J Laderach,
K Bunce, K Ngcayisa, L Nqunqa, K Junger,
T van Niekerk
2nd Row: T Austin, Z Pieterse, G Mashonga,
L Nyepa, A Brown, K Jeena, L de Scande,
C Donian, I Momberg, C Barnardo, C Pautz,
K Ricks, J Martin, N Silinga
Front Row: A Swart, E Steenkamp, J Swart,
K van Thiel, Mrs Giani, T Theledi, L Dettmann,
K Harris, L Castignani

 CHESS – JUNIOR TEAM
Back Row: L Blandy, S Heugh,
Mrs Harth, B Peters, L Radasi
Front Row: C Hall, R Bartlett,
L Tucker

CHESS – SENIOR TEAM 
Back Row: R Clarke, D Stead,
A Huang, N Kruger, B Young
Front Row: T Fogarty,
Mrs P Harth, S Fogarty
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KIDS’ LIT QUIZ......................................................................
2019 has been an eventful year for us all. With Mr Lones leaving, Mr
Jordan becoming our new headmaster, Outdoor Education for senior
pupils, MAD drives, choir performances and our very own Jazz Band
Spectacular, we’ve all had a great time!

for Round 3. What an adventure! Lit Quiz was an adventure for us all
actually, and I wouldn’t have missed it for the world. I would like to
thank the parents for accompanying us and supporting us and Mrs
Lones who encouraged us, celebrated with us and enjoyed the Kids Lit
Quiz 2019 with us too!
~ Beth Meades

I, however, must say that while experiencing
Grade 7, one of the best years at Clarendon,
the Kids’ Lit Quiz 2019 was the highlight of
my year!
Clarendon Park went into Round 1 at St
George’s Park after competing, through a
series of literary questions, with teams from
other schools. Team 1 consisted of Hannah
Charles, Luke Pitout, Thomas Fogarty and
Beth Meades, and Team 2 consisted of Tiggy
E Keil, G Leer, T Stevens, E Claydon
Stevens, Emma Claydon, Grace Leer and
Emma Keil. We did very well and luck was
on our side! Clarendon Park 1 won! Our prize included some money, a
book voucher and…a trip to Jo’burg to compete in Round 2.

L Pitout, H Charles, Quiz Master Mr W Mills,
B Meades, T Fogarty

Arriving in Jo’burg seemed surreal. I couldn’t believe how amazing it
was. We got a good night’s rest and the next day we headed to the
statuesque Rodean School where we would be competing. Hosted once
again by the sublime Wayne Mills, we all prepared for the challenge.

The St John’s Team 1 won Round 2 and they were sent off to Singapore

CONQUESTA........................................
Conquesta Olympiads are written in many
schools in South Africa, Namibia, Botswana
and Swaziland. Clarendon Park Primary
School has participated in this Olympiad for
a number of years now.
This year our Grade 4’s – 7’s took part, and
we chose to do the English Olympiad; our
Grade 6’s and 7’s have also taken part in
the Afrikaans First Additional Language
Olympiad in the last few years.
We have enjoyed much success as a school

TAVOR DESIGN AN ALL SPACE COMPETITION
Olivia Marais and Emme Wentzel, our budding artists
at the competition.

and have been placed in the Top 20 Schools
for the past few years. We are extremely
proud of our many pupils who received
Platinum awards for their English and
Afrikaans. To receive a Platinum award a
pupil must achieve 85% or more. This year
22 pupils received the Platinum award for
English First Language and 15 pupils achieved
it for Afrikaans Second Language.
Our school was once again placed in the
Top 20 in 2018, and we received the Platinum
Award for English First Language and
Afrikaans Second Language. We are very

proud of these excellent results. We are
waiting expectantly for the results of 2019
which we should receive in early 2020.
Results for 2018
Grade
Subject
Grade 4
English 1
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7

English 1
English 1
Afrikaans 2
English 1
Afrikaans 2

Achievers

Unfortunately, Clarendon didn’t come off so well in that round. Those
questions made us rack our brains and then stare in surprise as the
other schools got the answers almost immediately! However, we did
not leave disheartened. The Kids’ Lit Quiz 2019 taught us all something.
It certainly taught me that winning isn’t everything because I knew
that my team had my back and that we had each other’s backs through
it all. It also taught us a lot about interesting new books and inspired
us to read more and more.

Placing
13th
6th
4th
4th
12th
6th

PUBLIC SPEAKING............................................................
Once again we were wowed by the level of public speaking at Clarries.
All grade 4 to 7 pupils presented orals in class and of those, the top 3
in each grade were chosen to speak on the 30 October in front of an
audience of parents, teachers and adjudicators. They were absolutely
magnificent and left the audience feeling inspired and challenged
by the content and delivery of their speeches. Who knew that you
could burn calories when you laugh…or that people can sleep as a
profession?? The adjudicators this year, Ms Sue Hayward and Mr Ryan
Finn from Victoria Park High School, were charged with the difficult
task of selecting the top Grade 7 speaker on the evening. Maya ForbesRolling came out tops with her speech on Inner Beauty. She is to be
congratulated on her achievement of Public Speaker for 2019. It must
be mentioned that Jody van Aardt and Jessica Smith also delivered
outstanding speeches and we wish them all the best for their future
public speaking endeavours.
~ Mrs Webster

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Back Row: J Horn, G Muzzell
Middle Row: J van Aardt, A Sutton, K Bunce, J Parkin
Front Row: A Ambler, J Smith, J Strooh, L Woods, R Harmse, M Forbes-Rolling
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Athletics

Sport

ATHLETICS – DIRK BRANDT
Back Row: T Hargreaves, R Nawdish, A Sutton,
J Richards, T Williams, H Charles, M ForbesRolling, R Wentzel, M Sebake, E Tinderholm,
L Dyer, K Attwell, S Halgreen
4th Row: M Bosman, N Lock, K Whitaker,
S Mbete, O Xuba, C Humphreys, D Stevenson,
T Hargreaves, E O’Halloran, S Mackenzie, J
Holmes, P Stevens
3rd Row: J Deas, J Polglase, N Webster, J Cullis,
J Holmes, M Ngada, K Deas, I Prinsloo, C Grobler,
L Nakani
2nd Row: S Williams, L Qashani, Mrs Woods,
Mr Pedersen, Mrs Webster, D Webster,
G Steenkamp
Front Row: O Marais, S Pinnock, O Ramphela,
M Tshayina, J Grobler, L Maqhubu, A Joubert

ATHLETICS – PE WEST & METRO
Back Row: D Stevenson, J Richards, T Williams, H Charles, R Wentzel, M Sebake, T Hargreaves,
A Sutton, T Hargreaves
Front Row: J Holmes, K Whitaker, Mrs Woods, Mr Pedersen, Mrs Webster, M Ngada,
O Ramphela

ATHLETICS REPORT..............................................................
Once again, Clarendon Park athletes did us proud! As coaches we
have been impressed by the commitment and enthusiasm shown at
practices, as well as the amazing sportsmanship exhibited at meetings
around Port Elizabeth.
47 of our athletes participated at Dirk Brand, our zonal athletics
meeting held at the Westbourne Oval, 14 of whom obtained top 2
positions and subsequently competed at the PE West meeting.
We are especially proud of Taytem Hargreaves, Mbali Ngada, Hannah
Charles, Tanit Williams, Matlhatse Sebake and Robert Wentzel who
qualified to take part at the Nelson Mandela Schools Athletics event,
where they faced tough competition from schools situated in and
around Port Elizabeth.
Taytem Hargreaves, having placed 1st in the u11 100m, went on to
represent the Metro at the Eastern Cape School Championships in
Cradock. We are incredibly proud of this young lady!
Another highlight in the first term was the Setlaars Park Primary
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CROSS COUNTRY
Back Row: S Theunissen, T Hargreaves, P Stevens
Front Row: D Dugmore, G Thomas, Z Fletcher

School Evening Athletics meeting, where many of our athletes sprinted
under the lights against pupils from Altona, Dr Viljoen, Protea and
Setlaarspark Primary Schools. Our athletes certainly shone!
Our Senior Athletics Day saw Windsor being crowned the victors. Tanit
Williams and Robert Wentzel, being very versatile athletes, proved to
be worthy winners of the Victrix and Victor Ludorum tropies.
It would be amiss not to mention the parents! Their support this year
(and every year) has been incredible. Their cheering and encouragement
spurs our athletes on.
We look forward to the 2020 season!

INTERHOUSE CROSS-COUNTRY...........................................
Friday 18 October saw many budding Clarendon runners conquering
the cross-country route at Wellington Park. Congratulations to the top
boy and girl in each age group:
u9: Grace Thomas & Deacon Dugmore
u11: Pippy Stevens & Zac Fletcher
~ Mrs Webster
u13: Sarah Theunissen & Troy Hargreaves

CRICKET REPORT.................................................................
Cricket remains a popular summer sport amongst the boys. This is
evident with us entering 3 mini cricket teams and 10 hard ball teams
into the league.
The foundation starts with the mini cricket teams, who have fun learning
the wonderful game of cricket. The U9A's had a phenomenal season and
went on to be unbeaten throughout the season. This is a team to watch
for the future. The U9B's had a tough season in the A league, preparing
them for seasons ahead, and they played like true gentlemen.
The u10A/u11A/u11B teams have all had a successful season, and
showed much promise. The u10B/u11C teams enjoyed the internal
league at Old Grey; unfortunately it was cut short due to the weather.
In the senior league, the u13B team had a great season only losing 2
games. The U13C’s had a good competitive year, walking away with
more wins than losses. The U13A team had a successful season and
played good cricket throughout the year. The boys also enjoyed the

annual Westering 20/20 tournament, where the boys achieved a welldeserved 3rd place. We would like to thank Mr. Dolley and Mr. Auths
for their time and effort with the U13A team this year and we wish
them all the best for the future.
The U9A, U10A and U11A teams enjoyed the Eastern Cape cricket week
at the end of the 3rd term. Each team played 3 games which prepared
them for the 4th term of cricket. The U13A's travelled to East London
for the annual Eastern Cape Cricket Week, where they played tough
opposition but held their own.
Well done to Kyle de Bruin who was selected for the Eastern Cape U13B
team. This team will be coached by Mr. Sakuba, well done to him too.
One reason for Clarendon Park cricket being so strong is the experience
and dedication of the coaches. Thank you for all your long hours on
the cricket field. Also a big thank you goes to all the parents for their
~ Mr Gow
support throughout the cricket season.

MINI CRICKET – U9
Back Row: Mrs Kapp, M Dike, L Ndlebe, Z Nelani, T Richmond, O Ngeni, C Jones,
J Saunders, A Nienaber, G Douglas, D Brown, L Mhlahlo, D van Dyk, I Nodolwana,
Mrs Anderson Front Row: D Khoosal, D Webster, S Mali, E Viviers, U Tshepane,
D Dugmore, M Zabo, N Rieder

Sport

MINI CRICKET – U8
Back Row: D Faltein, J Sanderson, C McGoldrick, T Stanham,
Mr Lones, D Stanham, B Kennedy, M Meyer, L Botha
Middle Row: C McKenzie, L Meier, Miss Wrankmore, S Ryan,
A Simpson Front Row: T Wait, T Mucka, J Holmes

Cricket

CRICKET – U9A
Back Row: A van Rensburg, L Broadhurst, C Armstrong, Mr Jacobson,
K Myburgh, Z Hay, J Cornell
Front Row: L de Bruin, Z Pretorius, J Stone, T Steyn, R Lessing

CRICKET – U10A
Back Row: L Knoetze, E Swart, S Fogarty, D Whittal, Mr Auths,
E Geldenhuys, M Bruggeman, D Castignani
Front Row: J Bonnage, T Frost, Q Mshumpela, D Stevenson, S Gotyana

CRICKET – U11A
Back Row: B Lansdell, J Hannington, Mr Sakube, D Ndlibela, J Pelham
Middle Row: C Willis, J Barkhuizen, J Lacey, J Polglase, J Stirk
Front Row: N Webster, C Wilson

CRICKET – U13A
Back Row: C Rose-Innes, C Humphreys, A Tong-Wah, T Blignaut, B Shelley,
J Brewis, K Broadhurst
Front Row: S Orpen, T Junger, Mr Dolley, K de Bruin, J Holmes
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Boys' Hockey

BOYS HOCKEY – U9A & B
Back Row: J Stone, A van Rensburg, L Broadhurst,
C Armstrong, L Verreynne, J Cornell, C du Preez
Front Row: A Njenje, A McCaw, L de Bruin, Mr
Gow, N Pohlmann, E Whitaker, A Wilson

Sport

BOYS HOCKEY – U11A
Back Row: Z Fletcher, C von Waltsleben,
D Whittal, C Douglas, J Pelham, E Swart, L Knoetze
Front Row: M Thomas, J Polglase, C Wilson,
Miss Le Clus, C Willis, D Stevenson, J Bonnage

BOYS HOCKEY – 1ST TEAM
Back Row: C Humphreys, M Measures, B Beary,
R Wentzel, T Blignaut, M Sebake, K de Bruin
Front Row: C Hechter, A Hoppe, T Junger, Mr
Gow, S Orpen, K Broadhurst, J Holmes

BOY’S HOCKEY.........................................................................................................................................................................
The season started early with the opening of the amazing new Alan Lones
Astro Turf. The astro has played a huge part in the success of our hockey,
and each team benefited from having practices and matches there.

remember, playing top class hockey throughout the year. They played
30 games- losing 2, drawing 3 and winning the rest. (They won all their
league games.)

At the end of the first term we held our first Alan Lones co-ed Hockey
Festival. We hosted 12 teams (6 girls and 6 boys) over two days. The
teams got to play five full astro matches and five 5-aside matches on
the mini astro. It was great preparation for the season ahead and we
look forward to the 2020 edition.

The 1st team boys attended the annual Grey Hockey Tournament, a
two day event with some of the most competitive teams playing on
the Grey Astro. The boys made us proud and finished a strong fourth.
The team then went on their tour to Knysna for the Oakhill Festival,
where again they played amazing hockey and went on to win all five
games. The most important part of the festival was that the team won
the Sportsmanship Award, which shows the boys played the hockey in
the right manner.

The U9's enjoyed another successful season. All 4 teams played strong
and attractive hockey, and with such a high standard of hockey, we
look forward to the seasons to come.
The U11's had a great season, with 4 teams entered into the league.
The U11A team had an amazing season and won all their matches. The
U11B/U11C and U11D's played some good hockey, despite a somewhat
short season.
The U13 section had a successful season. The U13B/C/D sides played
strong hockey throughout the year. The U13A team had a season to
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With all the hard work put in, it was no surprise that 8 boys were
selected for Eastern Province Hockey:
EP A - Kyle de Bruin, Sean Orpen and Matlhatse Sebake
EP B - Thomas Junger, and Caleb Humphreys
EP U12A - Travis Blignaut, Christopher Hechter, and Jonathan Holmes
In closing, a big thank you to all the parents, coaches and umpires for
all their support throughout this wonderful season.
~ Mr Gow

GIRLS’ HOCKEY........................................................................................................
“Amazing”, “smart”, “incredible” were words often heard on the
side of our astroturf complex this season. These words were not
only used to describe our new astro, but also our wonderful players.
We felt exceptionally privileged to be able to afford our players the
opportunity to play and develop their skills for the first time this
year on our new astroturf. Spectators from Clarendon Park as well
as other visiting schools were absolutely blown away by the ability
of our governing body and school leaders to ensure the successful
building of our world-class multi sports complex. The fact that we do
not share our astro with a high school means that players across all
levels and ages get access to it. Every mini-hockey practice and home
match was held on the turf. We ensured that our senior players also
had their fair share of time on the astro and that all teams played at
least one home astro match. There is no doubt whatsoever that the
astro turf has already lifted our level of hockey across all teams. As
far as results go, we recorded a noteworthy improvement in results
from the first half of the season to the second. Our senior teams
won over eighty percent of their matches during the second term
and over ninety-five percent during the third term. This can only be
due to our girls gaining confidence and developing their skills, which
we find seem to develop faster on astro. Over the past few years, we
have noticed how we, as a school, have much depth when it comes
to talented players. The excellent results from our middle to lower
teams are evidence of this fact.
Our players were, once again, great ambassadors for Clarendon Park
both on and off the field. The gracious way in which they played all of
their matches made us, as coaches, very proud.
Saturday Derby Days continue to provide a great opportunity for

Girls' Hockey

our parents to come and support their kids. The delicious bacon and
egg rolls, tea, coffee, biscuits and rusks were most appreciated on
those cold, early mornings and we thank our parents for helping to
provide this service. Special thanks must go to Mrs Rene Whittal who
headed up the parents so capably, taking this task away from the
teachers and coaches and freeing them up to spend more time with
their teams.
This year we hosted the inaugural Alan Lones Hockey Festival,
involving 12 different teams from various parts of the Eastern Cape.
It was a huge success and really helped to put our school on the map.
To add some fun competition to the season, Mr Gow initiated our first
“Handicap Cup” tournament for our senior teams. This year, the fifth
team took the honours.
The first team girls thoroughly enjoyed their annual Union Festival in
Graaff-Reinet, where the Karoo hospitality is so evident. The beautiful
surroundings, tough competition and great facilities were the perfect
ingredients for a successful festival. The girls played very well and,
once again, remained unbeaten in Graaff-Reinet. The Union Festival
enabled our hockey girls to support the rugby boys and vice versa. Our
girls displayed exemplary manners both on and off the field and made
taking them away for four days an absolute pleasure.
The following girls must be congratulated on their selection for
provincial teams: Emilee Tinderholm (U13A- vice captain); Hannah
Charles (U13A); Tyra Moorcroft (U13B); Alyssa Sutton (U12Avice captain); Ella Stone (U12A). All of our players were fantastic
ambassadors for their families, school and province. We were
particularly proud of Tyra Moorcroft who was voted goalkeeper of the
U13B Tournament.

Sport

MINI HOCKEY – U9
Back Row: M Zondi, G de Doncker, J Taverner,
N Allen, I Davecharran, J Costa, C Rock,
M Pienaar, L Hutchinson, H Tuni
Middle Row: Mrs Rowley, N Monaheng, L Olivier,
P Furter, H Warren, H Willemse, L Makinana,
E Ndlondlo, T Knowles, M Everard-Malan,
S Williams, Mrs Rhodes
Front Row: A Lamani, E Sawyer, S Sithebe,
Mrs Engelke, A Mpofu, S Dowlman, G Steenkamp

GIRLS HOCKEY – U10A & B
Back Row: L Schoeman, A Horner, T van Niekerk,
L Wilcox, C Grobler, M Louw, A Stuart
Front Row: C Dyer, J Grobler, R Harmse,
Mrs de Bruin, S Falco, H Morgan, P Prichard
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Girls' Hockey
The 2019 Senior Inter-House Competition was won by Jordan House
with Clarendon taking the honours in the mini-hockey competition.
Thank you to all the players, committed coaches and other support
staff for their dedication to Clarendon Park Girls’ Hockey. A heartfelt
thank you to Mrs Maree (nee West) who left Clarendon Park mid-year,
Ms Le Clus and the entire Sports Department for confirming fixtures,
venues and so much more in such an organized and efficient manner.
We are always very grateful to our support staff and particularly Mr
Pretorius for maintaining our grounds and fields. We are blessed
to also have the wonderful support of our parents who always avail

themselves to lift, provide oranges and cheer on the sidelines, this is
greatly appreciated. Mrs Pretorius is always willing to open the tuck
shop on derby days, ensure that packed lunches are made timeously
for our out-of-town visitors and we thank her for the endless hours
she puts in to ensure those cooler boxes are packed with water and
ice and returned the next day. We thank Mr Dean Gow for all he has
contributed to girls’ hockey at the school. Although he will still be
involved, he will no longer be coaching our first team, allowing him
more time to develop our boys’ hockey. We look forward to another
~ Mrs Woods
successful and exciting season next year.

Sport

GIRLS HOCKEY – 1ST TEAM
Back Row: J Erasmus, S Theunissen, K Williamson,
J Ross, T Moorcroft, T Stevens, T Williams
Front Row: A Knott, A Sutton, H Charles,
Mr Gow, E Tinderholm, E Stone, J van Aardt

GIRLS HOCKEY – U11A
Back Row: D Verreynne, C Goosen, R Diedericks,
P Stevens, A van Zyl, P Berg, C Joshua, L Sugden,
S de Villiers
Front Row: R Tinderholmn, C Pautz, Mrs Strydom,
J Holmes, H Tinderholmn

NETBALL................................................................................................................................................................................•
Netball certainly has gained in popularity at Clarendon Park as we
look at the vast number of girls out on the courts during the week.
Each age group has two teams entered into the primary schools
league and matches are played weekly. There was much growth and
an improvement of skills during the year and our results from the
second half of the season certainly reflect this improvement. We are
competing against some extremely strong teams and can proudly say
our girls are holding their heads high.
Our girls are fortunate to play in festivals and Derby Days during the
season and it is wonderful to see that some of our lower teams from the
various age groups are included in these games. Our girls have shown a
great commitment to netball and it is amazing to see the huge turnout
at our practices with some girls boasting of their perfect attendance
during the season. This year, we once again organised a very successful
festival for our lower teams and hope that this fixture will grow to
include more schools next year. Our house matches are always plenty
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of fun and see many girls participating in the various matches. This year
Clarendon House were the winners of an exciting few days of netball.
At the start of the season, our First Netball Squad represented
Clarendon at the Knysna Netball Festival. They played a whopping
fourteen matches of which they won twelve. The girls worked incredibly
well as a team and were wonderful ambassadors for Clarendon in
terms of good sportsmanship and attitude. Lovely memories were
made both on the court and out and about in Knysna.
A huge thank you to our parents who are so supportive during the
season - on the side of the netball court or transporting our girls to
the various venues in Port Elizabeth. We also need to thank our Sports
Office who so efficiently confirm all our matches and arrange fixtures
during the season.
We eagerly look forward to another exciting season next year!
~ Mrs Anderson

Netball

NETBALL – U9
Back Row: Z Bisiwe, M Measures, D Koening,
K du Toit, N Tshitshi, K Moorcroft, M Harmse,
M Higgs
Middle Row: M Rudman, E Wentzel, R Magotsi,
M Taylor, S Nogqala, H Friend, T Brown
Front Row: E Tshanga, H Claydon, Mrs Cairns,
Mrs Trask, A Makedama, R Attwood

NETBALL – U10A & B
Back Row: L Dettmann, I Prinsloo, C Horn,
M Lloyd, N Mouchilli, R Hoppe, L Alexandris,
T Castelyn
Front Row: Z Ramokolo, K Kritzinger,
A Cameron, Mrs Anderson, Miss Trethewey,
T Gouws, C Clarke, A Hall

NETBALL – U12 A & B
Back Row: S Mahlathini, U Pezisa, S Halgreen, C du Preez, G Miedema, E Loock, A Saayman,
M Tshanga, B Manentsa
Front Row: M Konold, S Majezi, Z Bavuma, Miss Janse van Rensburg, Mrs Carter, E Mazungula,
A Ambler, M Ngada

Sport

NETBALL – U11A & B
Back Row: E O’Halloran, T Hargreaves,
P Ndaba, K Junger, M Radasi, L Wilson,
M Tshona, K Berrington
Front Row: O Attwell, K Deas, M Bosman,
Mrs Webster, B Darne, E Hill, H Westraadt

NETBALL – U13A
Back Row: O Xuba, E Goliath, A Blouw, M Hill, S Andries
Front Row: I Louw, Mrs Stone, Mrs Dillon, L Mangesi
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Rugby

RUGBY – U9A
Back Row: D Webster, Z Nelani, L Broadhurst, Z Hay, C Armstrong,
A Monki, A Nienaber, O Ngeni, J Deas, A van Rensburg
Front Row: L de Bruin, C du Preez, J Stone, Mr Botha, K Myburgh,
Z Pretorius, A Njenje

RUGBY – U11A
Back Row: C Tennant-Clarke, N Webster, J Cullis, T Sweeney, K Swart,
J Richards, C Mentjies, S Myataza, J lacey, D Stevenson
Front Row: T Jones, M Tshayina, D Ndubela, Mr Jacobson, B Lansdell,
L Nakani, A Wooldridge

RUGBY..................................................................................
Rugby at Clarendon Park Primary continues to grow and develop. It was
promising to see a slight growth in the number of boys participating in
rugby this year. Our annual derby days against St. Andrews, Kingswood,
Woodridge, Westering, Union, Herbert Hurd and Summerwood
were once again keenly contested in all age groups and were played
in a pleasant, sportsmanship-like spirit. We also had the privilege of
playing against touring sides from other provinces.

Sport

The 2019 rugby season was a successful one for the u/13 age group.
The boys showed much spirit and commitment. Although our boys
were physically small, compared to their opposition, this did not deter
them from being 100% committed to tackling and running hard and
being physically tough. This created exciting games and a few upsets
against strong opposition. The u/13 A side attended the annual
Union Rugby Festival in Graaff-Reinet. Here the boys made us proud
with their discipline and the manner in which they played the game.
Although they had a difficult start, the u/13B side ended their
season with great running rugby. We are proud of their efforts and
the fighting spirit shown by all the boys in this team.

RUGBY – U13A
Back Row: R Nawdish, A Scharneck, E Magobiyana, M Jacobson,
A Tong-Wah, E Plaatjie
Middle Row: L Ngunga, A Ngele, D Stevenson, J Brewis, K Broadhurst,
S Mackenzie
Front Row: R Gamiet, B Shelley, L Ndlondlo, Mr Sakube, M Sebake,
T Hargreaves, E Mucka

sports office, for their assistance in making this event so successful.

We are encouraged by the level of talent and skill shown by the u/11
age group. The boys produced excellent results this year and we are
looking forward to them growing and maturing as rugby players, as
they move into the senior teams.

The u/9 age group experienced a very successful rugby season. The boys
were competitive in all aspects of the game and their love for rugby at
this level was evident. Both the A and the B sides showed commitment
and promise, and we look forward to seeing what the future holds for
this talented group of young boys.

We hosted the fourth Vodacom u/11 Rugby Festival and, once again,
was a huge success. This festival continues to grow in popularity, and
we have had many requests for invitations from other schools who
wish to participate. This festival has definitely added great value to
our rugby at Clarendon Park. A special word of thanks must go to the

The success of the season is largely due to the dedication and efforts
of our coaches. A big thank you goes to Mr Auths, Mr Jordan, Mr
Ndlondlo, Mr Jacobson, Mr Botha, Mr Pedersen and Mr Conradie. We
value the continued support and backing from our parents, and we
look forward to an exciting, fruitful season next year. ~ Anda Sakube

EP Representatives

EASTERN PROVINCE - SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES 2019
Back Row: K de Bruin, M Sebake, B Mapasa, T Moorcroft, T Blignaut, T Williams, C Humphreys
Middle Row: C Hechter, S Orpen, T Junger, D Sengane, E Tinderholm, E Stone, A Sutton,
L Wilson, C Sawyer
Front Row: I Mnqatu, J Holmes, J Stickells, Mr Jordan, Mr Jacobson, E Swart, R Clarke, S Snobolo
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EASTERN PROVINCE REPRESENTATIVES –
WATERPOLO
Back Row: J Ross, B Vogel
Front Row: T Stevens, Mr Jordan,
Mr Jacobson, C Quicke

Equestrian

EQUESTRIAN
Back Row: T Williams
Front Row: J Dowley, Mrs Elliott, I Momberg

EP Representatives

EASTER PROVINCE - NON SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES 2019
Back Row: J Grobler, A Knott, E Stone, M Hill, A Huang, A Slabbert, D Godfrey, E O’Halloran, M Jackson
Middle Row: R Magotsi, H Morgan, J Laderach, T van Niekerk, A Ogden, I Magotsi, A Huson-Bird,
C Hechter, J Kelly, Z Fletcher, C Barnardo
Front Row: C Terblanche, C Pautz, P Smith, Mr Jacobson, Mr Jordan, L Ogden, T Huson-Bird, L Upton

Swimming

Sport

SWIMMING – BOYS & GIRLS U8 & U9 TEAM
Back Row: A Joubert, D-J Markotter, K Rock,
J Deas, G Costa, Miss Smit, Mrs Maree, K Zahn,
M Higgs, C du Preez, E Whittaker, G Burger
3rd Row: I Muller, E Gooch, L Hutchinson,
R Magotsi, L Slabbert, M Bosch, J Sanderson
2nd Row: L Broadhurst, E Clark, M Prinsloo,
R Binning, S Dougens, S Gatang’i, S Theunissen,
S Strydom, G Thomas
Front Row: J Lock, L Attwell, M Howard,
M Binning, L Owen, Z Geddes, E Killian

SWIMMING – U10 TEAM
Back Row: B Mhlaba, M Louw, J Gooch, C Horn,
K Slabbert, D Whittal, S Southern, C Grobler,
I Prinsloo
Middle Row: J Grobler, S Pinnock, R Stottelaar,
S Evans, C Gemmil, I Nduzulwana, A Thomas
Front Row: W Faifer, J Burger, S Stottelaar,
Mrs Sjoberg, D Killian, A Cameron, J Bonnage

SWIMMING - U11 TEAM
Back Row: C Joshua, T Hargreaves, R Mills,
G Muzzell, P Stevens, E O’Halloran, D Theunissen,
N Peo
Middle Row: O Attwell, K Bunce, J Laderach,
L Wilson, H Furter, M Binning, T Verfuss, V Badal,
Z Fletcher
Front Row: L Ogden, J Watson, Miss Le Clus,
Mrs Francis, K Deas, E Hill
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Swimming
SWIMMING – BOYS AND GIRLS
U12 & U13 TEAM
Back Row: C Jackson, K Williamson,
M Forbes-Rolling, R Wentzel, G Miedema,
J van Rhijn, J Ross, C Elgar, O Martin,
S Campbell, A Slabbert
5th Row: I Louw, E Tinderholm,
T Hargreaves, B Vogel, G Nienaber, C du Preez,
R Moorcroft, M Walker, B Beary, T Stevens,
G Grobbelaar
4th Row: J White, M Konold, L Dyer,
C McGibney, K Stead, D Hiten, K Flesch,
E Loock, E Filen, C Collett
3rd Row: E Stone, R Gamiet, Miss Hammett,
Mrs Engelke, Miss West, E Hughes, H Elgar
2nd Row: R Bain, K Attwell, C Quicke,
K Broadhurst, W Ludick, T Brown, M Noyle,
J van Aardt, C Brislin, N Harmer
Front Row: E Claydon, I Magotsi,
K Whitaker, A Knott, A Ogden, C du Preez,
A Fairley

SWIMMING...........................................................................
Swimming has maintained its proud reputation at Clarendon Park.
Swimmers have benefitted immensely from the committed coaches
who have coached on the pool deck with enthusiasm and passion.

Sport

Special congratulations must go to Tiggy Stevens, Kelly Williamson and
Chloe du Preez, who qualified for the Level 3 National Gala. Qualifying
for this event is not an easy task and we would like to congratulate and
affirm them on the commitment and discipline they have shown.
19 of our swimmers featured in the prestigious Top 8 Gala. This
is the gala that all B - League swimmers aspire to qualify for.
Clarendon Park managed to achieve 15 medals at this event. Special
congratulations must go to Darius Hiten who was awarded the
Victor Ladorum at this gala. We are very proud of his achievement
as it took a lot of hard, dedicated training to be able to achieve the
times he did. Our school was also awarded three trophies, as overall
winners in various categories throughout the B – League season.

All these awards would not be possible without the commitment
of each and every coach, swimmer and parent involved in swimming
at Clarries.
The highlight of the year was the annual Inter – House Gala which was
won, once again, by Jordan House. Congratulations to the Reds, again
!! Congratulations must go to Darius Hiten and Kelly Williamson who
were the top swimmers.
Many of our swimmers participated in the B and C Age Group Galas
this season. It was thrilling to watch them race and knock many
seconds off their personal best times. Clarendon also featured very
well in the Inter – Schools Relay Galas, with our younger age groups
displaying some impressive results.
A big thank you must go to everybody who participated in swimming
this year at Clarendon Park. Thank you too, for the commitment and
contribution from our coaches, who have ensured that Clarries is one
of the foremost swimming schools in Port Elizabeth.
~ Mrs Engelke

WATER POLO REPORT.......................................................•

once again dominating the league.

Water polo was introduced in the 4th term of 2018 for Grade 6 & 7
pupils, to provide them with some grounding before they move on to
high school. Our practices take place at Pearson on a Friday afternoon
under the expert coaching of Hannah Werth and Casey McLeavy. Both
these ladies have shown tremendous enthusiasm and dedication to
our teams in preparing them for this new sport. Our success is due to
their positive, encouraging attitudes and motivated players.

We are proud to announce that 5 of our players have been selected
for EP this year. They are Jorja Ross (EP U13A), Tiggy Stevens (U13B),
Jody Van Aardt (non – travelling reserve, Brett Vogel (EPU13 A0 and
Cameron Quicke (EP U13B).

This year we were able to enter a boys and girls team into the league
in the first term. Both teams produced excellent results. Currently our
teams are participating in a Friday league at Pearson where they are

We have also introduced Splash Ball to the Grade 3, 4 & 5 pupils in
order to build up a strong base for our senior teams in the future.
The response to this exciting sport which teaches the basics of the
game has exceeded our expectations. Currently we have 127 pupils
participating on a Friday afternoon, so the future of Water Polo at
Clarendon Park is a promising one.
~ Mrs Kohler

WATER POLO SQUAD – BOYS
Back Row: Mrs Kohler, C Quicke, T Hargreaves,
B Beary, O Martin, R Wentzel, B Vogel, D Hiten,
C Rose-Innes, Miss Holmes
Front Row: A Fairley, J Watson, C Brislin,
K Whitaker, T Grieve, N Harmer, Z Fletcher
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Water Polo

WATER POLO SQUAD GIRLS
Back Row: Mrs Kohler, J-L Laderach, T Stevens,
K Williamson, M Forbes-Rolling, J Ross,
A Slabbert, G Muzzell, I Louw, Miss Holmes
Middle Row: K Webster, H Elgar, C de Villiers,
G Grobbelaar, A Knott, J van Aardt, E Stone
Front Row: K Deas, O Attwell, M Binning

Tennis

Sport

TENNIS – MIXED TEAM
Back Row: M Broom, D Bradfield, S Theunissen,
B Vogel, T Mills, T Strombeck, E Bruwer,
N Sylvester, C Els
3rd Row: R Mills, J Hannington, C Gray, S Bruwer,
E Stone, R Diedericks, P Stevens, J van Aardt,
K Attwell C de Villiers
2nd Row: A Harrison, J Kelly, H Leyland,
J Aitken, S Orpen, J Gooch, L Woods
Front Row: O Ramphela, O Ramphela,
Mrs Murray, Mr Bruwer, Mrs van Zyl, J Strooh,
W Faifer

TENNIS..................................................................................
Tennis continues to flourish at Clarendon Park and we are fortunate to
be able to enter a number of teams for both the Winter and Summer
league matches.
All levels of play are catered for, from beginners to team. Every
Clarendon pupil is exposed to this sport, starting in Grade 1 through
the Sport’s Academy slot. To this end a very successful Grade 1 and 2
Parent-Child Tennis Day was held for these pupils.
From Grade 3 players can choose to play and it is very encouraging
to see how popular the sport is with the younger players. Clarendon
is fortunate to have seven courts in summer with many teachers
facilitating the coaching, under the guidance of Andus Bruwer, our
professional coach.
During Beginners and Intermediate practices players are identified for
the under 10 squad. Much guidance is given to these pupils in matches.
The goal of these matches is not about winning, but exposing the
players to the skills and techniques of the game. Some of these pupils
then start filtering through to the Senior Tennis Team. A green ball
round robin is played yearly, and is always well-supported.
Some of our players participated in the biannual Primary School’s
Tournaments, whose main emphasis is on promoting a love for
the sport. We were fortunate to have George Randall and Gonubie
come and play against us in the last term. Our first team played
against Woodridge and Christian Victory School in Jefferey’s Bay.
Good tennis was played, and the pupils made us proud with their

TENNIS – U10 TEAM
Back Row: F Rautenbach, A Broom, J Gooch, A Horner, L Woods
Middle Row: P Pritchard, Mrs van Zyl, Mr Bruwer, Mrs Murray, W Faifer
Front Row: J Strooh, L Verreynne

good sportsmanship.
Evan Swart is to be congratulated on representing Eastern Province.
This year Evan Swart and Jody van Aardt were the boy and girl
tennis champions with Sean Orpan and Sarah Theunissen being the
runners up.
~ Mrs van Zyl / Mrs Murray
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Trophy Winners

T Strombeck, B Manentsa, I Magotsi

S von Waltsleben, J van Aardt, H Charles,
E Tinderholm

K de Bruin, T Hargreaves, E Bruwer, D Hiten,
K Williamson

M Jackson, H Johnson, M Forbes-Rolling,
K Williamson

Aw

ards

S Theunissen, S Orpen, T Fogarty, M Sebake

K de Bruin, R Wentzel, T Williams

J Smith, S von Waltsleben, E Tinderholm, M Oosthuizen,
K Williamson, I Stirk

T Stevens, J Smith, M Forbes-Rolling, B Meades, M Oosthuizen
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J Heyter, H Charles, K de Bruin, T Stevens, A Tong-Wah, L Nqunga

J Ross, E Goliath, L Mangesi, B Vogel, T Hargreaves, L Ndlondlo

Award Winners

ACADEMIC POCKETS
Back Row: K Williamson, M Forbes-Rolling, C du Preez, M Oosthuizen, T Strombeck, N Sylvester, K Stead, T Stevens
Middle Row: A Sutton, K Attwell, A Rubidge, Z Oosthuizen, R Brazzale, T Caalse, D Heuff, J Smith
Front Row: A Huson-Bird, J Kelly, A Ogden, Mr Jordan, B Meades, H Leyland

Awards

GRADE 4 – GOLD AWARDS
Back Row: M Ngcola, E Scheepers, G Jacoby, S Southern, N Chamberlain,
J Theron, J Broadhurst, E Bulbring, M Louw, L Alexandris
3rd Row: L Dettmann, T Huson-Bird, D Leyland, I Prinsloo, A Thomas,
N Webster, A Horner, L Woods, C Gemmill, L Schoeman
2nd Row: J Grobler, C Dyer, G Mashanga, S Stottelaar, R Stottelaar, E Werner,
R Harmse, S Heuff
Front Row: E Steenkamp, A Hall, W Faifer, Mrs Rowley, J Martin, H Kim, L Stickells

GRADE 5 – GOLD AWARDS
Back Row: L Sugden, R Mills, R Diedericks, B Lansdell, C Gray, R MansonBishop, S Anderson, A van Zyl, P Stevens, A Mhlontlo,G Fodor, K Berrington,
M Pape
Middle Row: S de Villiers, C Sawyer, E O’Halloran, T Hargreaves, V Badal,
F Willemse, K Burger, H Furter, K Bunce, J Pelham,B Darne, J Holmes, K Deas
Front Row: C von Waltsleben, M Wentzel, T Verfuss, Mrs de Bruin, C Willis,
K Jeena, Z Fletcher

GRADE 6 – GOLD AWARDS
Back Row: A Sutton, R Brazzale, C du Preez, N Sylvester, Z Oosthuizen,
K Attwell, I Magotsi
Front Row: R Warren, H Leyland, Mrs Engelke, A Huson-Bird, J Kelly

GRADE 7 – GOLD AWARDS
Back Row: C van As, M Walker, K Williamson, M Oosthuizen,
M Forbes-Rolling, A Rubidge, K Stead
Front Row: J Smith, D Heuff, T Caalse, Mrs Fletcher, S von Waltsleben,
B Meades, A Ogden
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Academic Awards
Presentation of Awards

CLASS AWARDS.....................................................................
GRADE 4
CERTIFICATES 4A
Academic Excellence & 1st in 4A:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 4A:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 4A:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 4A:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 4A:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES 4K
Academic Excellence & 1st in 4K:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 4K:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 4K:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 4K:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 4K:
Academic Achievement:

Aw

ards

CERTIFICATES IN 4R
Academic Excellence & 1st in 4R:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 4R:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 4R:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 4R:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 4R:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES 4S
Academic Excellence & 1st in 4S:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 4S:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 4S:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 4S:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 4S:
Academic Achievement:

CERTIFICATES IN 4T:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 4T:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 4T:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 4T:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 4T:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 4T:
Academic Achievement:

GRADE 5
CERTIFICATES IN 5B:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 5B:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 5B:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 5B:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 5B:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 5B:
Academic Achievement:
		
CERTIFICATES IN 5D:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 5D:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 5D:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 5D:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 5D:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 5D:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 5R:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 5R:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 5R:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 5R:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 5R:
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Liliana Stickells
Gustav Jacoby
Ella Scheepers
Haram Kim
Ilke Prinsloo
Jaiden Burger, Charlotte Dyer,
Daniel Killian, Zintle Ramokolo &
Adam Thomas
Leighton Woods
Ava Horner
Jenna Theron
Sasha Stottelaar
Jayden Broadhurst
David Castignani, Madison Lloyd,
Masibonge Ngcola, Live Nqunqa &
Stephen Southern
William Faifer
Rachael Harmse
Rebecca Stottelaar
Emma Bülbring
Lyla Dettman
Stacey Evans, Angus Goosen,
Jade Grobler, Khaya Nqabeni &
Emily Steenkamp
Sienna Falco
Madison-Belle Louw
Caitlyn Gemmill
Abigail Hall
Jayden Martin
Milan Bruggeman, Talia Castelyn,
Shayna Heuff, Rebecca Hoppe &
David Leyland
Lexi Alexandris
Tristan Huson-Bird
Lize-Mari Schoeman
Nathan Chamberlain
Georgia Mashonga
Andrew Broom, Simon Fogarty,
Isabelle Momberg, Noah Webster &
Emma Werner

Bella Darné
Katelyn Deas
Emma O’Halloran
Leigh Sugden
Jack Pelham
Olivia Attewell, Cyngen Douglas,
Bryce Lansdell,
Grace Muzzell & Elle O’Reilly
Cayden Willis
Summer Anderson,
Vaché Badal
Jocelyn Holmes
Gemma-Iris Fodor
Mackenzie Binning, Taylor Harris,
Emma Hill, Rebecca Tinderholm &
Tatum Verfuss
Zac Fletcher
Kate Berrington
Rebecca Diedericks
Hayley Furter

Academic Excellence & 5th in 5R:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 5V:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 5V:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 5V:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 5V:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 5V:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 5V:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 5W:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 5W:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 5W:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 5W:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 5W:
Academic Excellence & 5th in 5W:
Academic Achievement:

GRADE 6
CERTIFICATES IN 6A:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 6A:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 6A:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 6A:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 6A:
Diligence:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 6C:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 6C:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 6C:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 6C:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 6C:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 6D:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 6D:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 6D:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 6D:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 6D:
Diligence:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 6E:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 6E:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 6E:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 6E:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 6E:
Diligence:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 6P:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 6P:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 6P:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 6P:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 6P:
Diligence:
Academic Achievement:

Finn Willemse
Caitlin Gray, Jesse-Leah Laderach,
Madison Pape, Kyle Swart &
Hannah Tinderholm
Pippy Stevens
Rachael Manson- Bishop
Sadie De Villiers
Chanelle Sawyer
Taytem Hargreaves
Ryan Clark, Emma Donaldson,
Karishma Jeena, Vishaan Navsaria &
Palesa Olivier
Aimee Van Zyl
Rhys Mills
Meg Wentzel
Kaydince Bunce
Alizwa Mhlontlo
Daniel Barrass, Mackenzie Bosman,
Kara Burger, Tessa Delport & Chase
von Waltsleben

Alyssa Sutton
Rebecca Brazzale
Amy Bresler
Singalakha Mahlathini
Hayley Freeman
Caleb Harris, Cate Marshall &
Emily Wood
Kiera Attwell
Nathan Sylvester
Emma Claydon
Chloe De Villiers
Ava Beary, Juliette Horn,
Wyatt Ludick & Morgan van
Der Walt
Jade Kelly
Aaron Huson-Bird
Ubomi Ngqawana
Eden Van Theil Berghuys
James Brewis, Kaino Broadhurst,
Ella Stone
Taylin Brown
Hannah Leyland
Zoe Oosthuizen
Amber Hodgson
Christopher Hechter
Siphesihle Mali
Carla Jackson, Grace Miedema &
Kathryn Van Der Merwe
Taylor Strombeck
Chloe Du Preez
Imani Magotsi
Lucy Dyer
Nathan Lock, Ethan Noomé
Joy Dixon & Ryan Warren

GRADE 7
MERIT AWARDS
First in Grade 7:
Second in Grade 7:
Third in Grade 7:
Fourth in Grade 7:
Fifth in Grade 7:

Mia Oosthuizen
Jessica Smith
Kelly Williamson
Tracy Caalse
Ateya Rubidge

CERTIFICATES IN 7A:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 7A:

Daniel Heuff

Academic Excellence & 2nd in 7A:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 7A:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 7A:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 7F:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 7F:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 7F:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 7F:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 7F:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 7M:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 7M:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 7M:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 7M:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 7M:

Tiggy Stevens
Emilee Tinderholm
Dane Bradfield
Hannah Elgar, Charlotte Hutchinson,
Grace Leer & Alex Tong-Wah
Kelly WIlliamson
Beth Meades
Cate Van As
Isaac Richards
Michael Hill, Haëdyn Johnson,
Robert Wentzel & Kaiyil Whitaker
Tracy Caalse
Skyla von Waltsleben
Maya Forbes-Rolling
Christopher Els

OTHER CLASS AWARDS
Bilingualism Trophy:
M. Oosthuizen
Public Speaking Trophy:
M. Forbes-Rolling
Woodward Trophy for Computer Proficiency:
			
B. Meades
Reen Floating Trophy for Enthusiastic participation
in Outdoor Education:
T. Stevens
Speech and Drama Trophy: J. Smith
Kelly Trophy for Literacy:
B. Meades

COMPUTER CERTIFICATES..........................
N. Momberg
I. Richards
A. Haung
M. Oosthuizen
K. Stead
A. Bresler
C. Smith
J. Stickells
S. Scanlen
I. Magotsi
B. Darné
C. Willis
M. Pape
S. De Villiers
R. Mills
L. Stickells
A. Horner
E. Fouche
M. Louw
T. Huson-Bird

VISUAL ART CERTIFICATES..........................
7A: C. Hutchinson
7F: B. Meades
7M: S. Beuzana

CERTIFICATES IN 7S
Academic Excellence & 1st in 7S:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 7S:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 7S:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 7S:
Academic Achievement:
CERTIFICATES IN 7W:
Academic Excellence & 1st in 7W:
Academic Excellence & 2nd in 7W:
Academic Excellence & 3rd in 7W:
Academic Excellence & 4th in 7W:
Academic Achievement:

S. Andries
M. Jackson
S. Young
S-L. Halgreen
T. Brown
K. Van Der Merwe
I. Hendricks
C. Terblanche
G-I. Fodor
E. Schonknecht
A. Kosaber
S. Bruwer
A. Faltein
T. Van Niekerk
L. Castignani
S. Falco
T. Knight
E. Wentzel
O. Marais
S. Dowlman
A-S. Lourens
S. White

PHYSICAL EDUCATION CERTIFICATES.........
7A:
7F:
7M:
7S:
7W:
6A:
6C:
6D:
6E:
6P:
5B:
5D:

E. Tinderholm & C. Humphreys
M. Chapple & R. Wentzel
S. von Waltsleben & B. Vogel
J. Van Aardt & T. Jünger
J. Smith & O. Ramphela
A. Sutton & D. Stevenson
A. Knott & T. Blignaut
S. Snobolo & J. Brewis
C. Jackson & C. Hechter
L. Dyer & N. Lock
O. Attwell & B. Lansdell
R. Tinderholm & L. Yaya

OTHER AWARDS
CHESS....................................................................................
Trophy for Senior Chess:
T. Fogarty
Trophy for Junior Chess:
B. Peters
Certifcates:
L. Blandy, N. Kruger & D. Stead
Grade 4 Chess Award for Proficiency in Chess:
		
S. Fogarty
Grade 5 Chess Award for Proficiency in Chess:
		
R. Clark

MUSIC:........................................................

Trophies:
M. Forbes-Rolling, M. Jackson,
		
H. Johnson & K. Williamson
Jenny Young Trophy for Excellent Progress as a Beginner:
		
H.Kim
Certificates in Music:
Progress:
K. Burger, R. Clark, A. Cornell,
T. Delport, I. Hendricks, Huson-Bird,

Excellence:

Grade 4 Band Award:
Grade 5 Band Award:
Grade 6 Band Award:
Grade 7 Band Award:
Jazz Band Award:
Grade 4 Choir Award:
Grade 5 Choir Award:
Grade 6 Choir Award:
Grade 7 Choir Award:

Blake Beary, Tayla Coombe-Davis,
Jani Erasmus & Andrew Haung
Mia Oosthuizen
Megan Walker
Tanit Williams
Indiana Louw
Emma Harris, Mark Taylor,
Jemma Rogers & Jody Van Aardt
Jessica Smith
Ateya Rubidge
Kayleigh Stead
Amber Ogden
Mila Jackson, Tyler Mills, Luke Pitout
& Isabella Stirk

5R:
5V:
5W:
4A:
4K
4R:
4S:
4T:
3B:
3L:
3R:
3S:
3W:

R. Diedericks & C. Wilson
T. Hargreaves &J. Richards
K. Bunce & J. Polglase
I. Prinsloo & D. Whittal
S. Stottelaar & J. Denysschen
J. Grobler & M. Tshayina
C. Grobler & M. Bruggeman
L-M. Schoeman & N. Webster
S. Pinnock & l. Ludick
M. Rudman & L. De Bruin
S. Williams & A. Njenje
G. de Doncker & A. Monk
E. Ndlondlo & L. Broadhurst

PERFORMING ARTS
CERTIFICATES.......................
6A:
6C:
6D:
6E:
6P:
5B:
5D:
5R:
5V:
5W:
4A:
4K:
4R:
4S:
4T:
3B:
3L:
3R:
3S:
3W:

L. Rudman
A. Beary
R. Brown
A. Hodgson
T. Strombeck
E. O’Reilly
E. Hill
K. Swart
P. Stevens
L. Commins
T. Kruger
J. Barkhuizen
R. Stottelaar
E. Geldenhuys
G. Mashonga
J. Cornell
J. Taverner
M. Harmse
L. Olivier
S. Somfula

Awards

7A:
7F:
7M:
7S:
7W:
6A:
6C:
6D:
6E:
6P:
5B:
5D:
5R:
5V:
5W:
4A:
4K:
4R:
4S:
4T:

7S:
7W:
6A:
6C:
6D:
6E:
6P:
5B:
5D:
5R:
5V:
5W:
4A:
4K:
4R:
4S:
4T:
3B:
3L:
3R:
3S:
3W:

Academic Achievement:

R. Mills, M. Osazuwa, A. Parkin,
E. Scheepers, J. Strooh, E. Van Theil,
A. Van Zyl, F. Willemse & L. Woods
A. Bresler, M. Broom, T. Caalse,
T. Fogarty, Hodgson, G. Mashonga,
E. Noomé, P. Stevens, T. Stevens,
K. Whitaker & J. White
J. Strooh
K. Burger
E. Noomé
J. Erasmus
T. Stevens
J. Grobler
C. Sawyer
R. Brown
N. Kruger

ART CLUB...............................................................................
Grade 4 Award:
Grade 5 Award:

G. Mashonga
A. Gwentshu
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SPORTS AWARDS
ATHLETICS.............................................................................
Senior Boys’ Trophy:		
Senior Girls’ Trophy:		
Victor Ludorum:		
Victrix Ludorum:		
U/10 Boys’ Award:		
U/10 Girls’ Award:		
U/11 Boys’ Award:		
U/11 Girls’ Award:		

M. Sebake
H. Charles
R. Wentzel
T. Williams
M. Tshayina
S. Pinnock
J. Richards
T. Hargreaves

CRICKET AWARDS..................................................................
Senior Trophy for Most Improved Player:
Kohler Trophy for Senior Player of the Year:
Concer Trophy for Junior Player of the Year:
Grade 4 Cricket Award:

A. Tong-Wah
K. De Bruin
C. Wilson
J. Bonnage

CROSS – COUNTRY.................................................................
U/9 Girls’ Champion:		
G. Thomas
U/9 Boys’ Champion:
D. Dugmore
U/11 Girls’ Champion:		P.Stevens
U/11 Boys’ Champion:		
Z. Fletcher
Grade 4 Boys’ Award:		
D. Stevenson
Grade 4 Girl’s Award:
A. Stuart
U/13 Girls’ Champion:
S. Theunissen
U/13 Boys’ Champion:		
T. Hargreaves

HOCKEY AWARDS..................................................................

Aw

ards

Hugo Trophy for Most Promising Player:
H. Charles & E. Tinderholm
Judy – Lee Bellingan Trophy For Most Improved Player:
J. Van Aardt
Pat Hammett Trophy for Perseverance in Hockey:
S. von Waltsleben
Boys’ Most Improved Senior Player:		
M. Sebake
Senior Player of the Year:
K. De Bruin & S. Orpen
Boys’ Junior Player of the Year:		
J. Polglase
Debbie Hardick Trophy for Most Promising U/10 Mini – Hockey Player:
			
J. Grobler
U/10 Girls’ Award:		
S. Pinnock
Grade 4 Boys’ Award:		
E. Swart
Most Promising U/11 Girls’ Player:
J. Holmes

NETBALL............................................................................

U/10 Player of the Year :		
U/11Player of the Year:		
U/12 Player of the Year:
Senior Trophy for Most Improved Player:
U/13 Player of the Year:

I. Prinsloo
T. Hargreaves
B. Manentsa
E. Goliath
L. Mangesi

RUGBY...................................................................................
Senior Trophy for Most Diligent Player :
T. Hargreaves & L. Ndlondlo
Senior Player of the Year:		
M. Sebake
Junior Player of the Year:		
L. Nakani
Matthew Nothnagel Trophy U/11 Commitment to the Game:
B. Lansdell
Grade 4 Rugby Award :
D. Ndubela

SWIMMING AWARDS.............................................................
School Champions
Boy:		
D. Hiten
Girl:		
K. Williamson
Lance Riggien Trophy for Most Versatile Swimmer - Boy:
			
D. Hiten
Beesie Holdings Trophy for Most Versatile Swimmer - Girl:
			
K. Williamson
Aquabear Trophy for Most Improved Senior Boy:
			
T. Hargreaves
Senior Trophy for Most Improved Senior Girl: I. Magotsi
Trish Viljoen Trophy for Most Promising Junior Team Swimmer :
			
R. Magotsi
Grade 4 Boys’ Swimming Award:		
A. Thomas
Grade 4 Girls’ Swimming Award:		
I. Prinsloo
Grade 5 Boys’ Swimming Award:		
R. Mills
Grade 5 Girls’ Swimming Award:
P. Stevens

TENNIS........................................................
School Champions
Boy:		
Girls:
Singles Championship Runners – Up:
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E. Swart
J. Van Aardt

Boy:
S. Orpen
Girl:
S. Theunissen
Mrs Simms Trophy for Most Improved Senior Girl:
		
T. Strombeck
Mrs Simms Trophy for Most Improved Senior Boy:
E. Bruwer
Grade 4 Boys’ Tennis Award:
L. Woods
Grade 4 Girls’ Tennis Award:
A. Stuart
Grade 5 Boys’ Tennis Award:
R. Mills
Grade 5 Girls’ Tennis Award:
R. Diedericks

PROVINCIAL REPRESENTATIVES
(School Recognised Sport & Cultural Activities)
EASTERN PROVINCE ATHLETICS:
T Hargreaves
GIRLS’ U/13 A HOCKEY:
H. Charles & E. Tinderholm
U/12 A HOCKEY:
E. Stone & A. Sutton
BOYS’ U/13 A HOCKEY:
K. De Bruin, S. Orpen & M. Sebake
U/12 A HOCKEY:
T. Blignaut, C. Hechter & J. Holmes
SWIMMING REPRESENTATION
LEVEL 3:
C. Du Preez, T. Stevens & K.
Williamson
EASTERN CAPE SWIMMING TEAM : I. Magotsi
EP TENNIS:
E. Swart
EP U/13 A GIRLS’ WATER POLO:
J. Ross
EP U/131A BOYS’ WATER POLO:
B. Vogel
EASTERN PROVINCE EQUESTRIAN TEAM:
		
T. Williams
EASTERN CAPE JUNIOR CHILDRENS’ CHOIR:
I. Mnqatu
EASTERN CAPE CHILDRENS’ CHOIR: R. Clark, B. Mapasa, C. Sawyer, D.
Sengane, S. Snobolo, J. Stickells & L.
Wilson

SPECIAL AWARDS
Valerie Millroy Trophy for Excellent Creative Writing Skills (Grade 3):
		
R. Magotsi
Trevor Hahn Trophy for Excellent Cultural Achievements:
M. Broom
Janice Toon Floating Trophy for Sports Boy of the Year:
K. De Bruin
Janice Toon Floating Trophy for Sports Girl of the Year:
		
H. Charles
MEIDRIE BESSINGER PROGRESS AWARD FOR GRADE 6:
		
U. Pezisa
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE:
GRADE 6:
K. Attwell, R. Brazzale, C. Du Preez,
A. Huson-Bird, J. Kelly, H. Leyland,
I. Magotsi, Z. Oosthuizen,
T. Strombeck, A. Sutton &
N. Sylvester
AWARDS FOR DILIGENCE
GRADE 7:
Simamkele Andries, Mackenzie
Chapple, Yesol Kim, Mihlali
Mangqengwana & Michaela Pienaar
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE:
GRADE 7:
T.Caalse, M. Forbes-Rolling,
D. Heuff, A Ogden, M. Oosthuizen,
A. Rubidge, J. Smith, K. Stead,
K. Williamson
DAVID PREECE PROGRESS SHIELD: L. Nqunqa
TANYA WOODS FLOATING TROPHY FOR COURTESY IN GRADE 3:
		
D. Khoosal & S. Serdyn
MAEGAN RUTH GOOD FELLOWSHIP TROPHY – GRADE 6:
		
I. Magotsi
CLARRIES CARES TROPHY:
Grade 7:
M. Broom & A. Tong-Wah
M A D TROPHY:
J. Heyter
LES FAIERS TROPHY FOR CONTRIBUTION TO GRADE 7:
M. Sebake
CAROL SCHEEPERS TROPHY FOR CONTRIBUTION TO GRADE 7:
		
T. Stevens
CHAIRMAN’ S TROPHY FOR RELIABILITY:
M. Oosthuizen
LEE TROPHY FOR SERVICE:
I. Stirk
GOOD FELLOWSHIP CUP:
E. Tinderholm &
S. von Waltsleben
DAVIS CUP FOR SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT:
		
J. Smith
HEADMASTER’S TROPHY OF MERIT: K. Williamson

Crazy Clarries

Colleagues
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